
A LITTLE BIRD SAID 

' 
Some things to look forward to ... 

March 3-April4. Blood and Guts Forever at the , 
Marylhurst University Art Gym is indie curator 
Brad Adkins' breakthrough to the leagues of insti
tutional sponsorship. In it, nine young artists 
respond to the theme of "friendship." (Adkins 
curates the Organ's . back-page gallery, "make do.") 
The over<j.ll impression: irony is out, sinceritY and 
pathos are in. If you hate to cry in public, be espe
cially wary of graffiti/postet·/mail artist Johnne 
"our Ray Johnson" Eschleman's collection of 
love-induced memorabilia . 

March 10-April 4. Artist Christy Nyboer will be 
on view via video monitors as she works at her com
puter and desk in an office temporarily installed in 
the lobby of the Portland Building. Audiences can 
interact with her through a drop slot. 

~arch 11-April 5. In the PDX Window Project at 
612 NW 12th Avenue, Amos Latteier and Chris 
Rhodes present Why Pigeons? a slideshow about 
man's love affair with the pigeon that viewers can 
control via cellphone. 

March 12-April19. An installation by 
Chicago-based artist Tony Tasset shows at PICA. 

March 28-29. Liminal will present Fluxconcert 
PDX, a · survey of classic Fluxus performance events 
at their space a~ NW 5th and Flanders. 

April 2. Janet Koplos, senior editor for Art in 
America, will present "The WORK of Art," a lec
tute focusing on the "labor of making" in the art 
making process. Her gist: " .. . In an era of laborsav
ing devices, the choice of intensive and apparent 
labor is itse~f a statement of values." 7 p.m., Pacific 
Northwest College of Art. 

Some gossip ... 

Mayor Vera Katz is holding a ·series of "rant and 
raves" with local artists, designers, and arts -groups. 
The informal meetings are being organized by the 
Cultural Economy Initiative, a new effort out of 
Katz' office with a mandate ~o, in short, raise the 
city's "bohemian index" (more on this next issue). 
The first meeting took place on Thursday, February 
26, in a Central Eastside studio/gallery, where 
sources say Katz opened by asking: "Why are you 
here and what can we do to keep you here?'" ("Oh, 
and by the way, where do you live?" Signaling a 
possible future city proposal for a Central Eastside 
sanctuary for artist live/work space, she asked for a 
show of hands of attendees who lived in illegal 
loft's ; but no hands were raised.) Word is that by the 
time everyone introduced themselves, only ten min
utes were left to talk, at which point frustrations 
were running high. Filmmaker Matt McCormick's 
advice: you.should do nothing. From another par
ticipant: fund RACC. From artist/consultant Matt 
Lounsbury: put art on the city's official list of 12 
target industries. And what do we need to stay 
here? Jobs . 

The Portland Center for the A'Hv,ance~ent of 
C~lture continues to fund-raise toward its goal' of 
founding a neutral, noncommercial center for show
casing local art. Their "Know Portland" dinner and 
entertainment benefit series hasn't attracted any 
big dollars, but maybe their first visual art show, 
slated for the·end of April (date· and location TBA), 
will raise interest. No official word on who's in it, 
but the concept is to put some emerging abstract 
painters alongside some Schnitzer-approved old 
fart abstract painters and see if sparks fly. 
Meanwhile, well-connected gallerist Elizabeth 
Leach is off the board, citing lack of time. 

Pac!fic Switchboard has a new space in the 
building formerly housing tidbit gallery at N. 
Blandena and Albina. They will resume program
ming in late March. 

The Organ welcomes Literary Editor Heather 
Larimer, Poetry Editor Alicia Cohen, and Intern 
Ashley Edwards . 

See our new Web site at www.organarts.org! 
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AMERICAN AUTHENTIC 
PHOTO ARCHIVIST TOM ROBINSON DELIVERS A LOST PAST TO THE PRESENT 

By Charles D'Ambrosio 

Walter Benjamin-ah, college!- writes in one of his 
keen obsessive essays that "mechanical reproduc
tion emand pates the work of art from its parasi ti· 
cal dependence on ritual" l::iut that "the instant the 
criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable to 
artistic production, the total function of art is 
reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it begins 
to be based 'on another practice-politics." After 
too rriuch liberation!, in other words, we e at each 
other (e.g., Fascism, various extracurricular wars) 
since art's absolute (but illusory) emancipation 
from tradition becomes, eventually, an attack on 
uniqueness. But that's jumping ahead to the epi
logue of his argument. Really Benjamin's concern 
is the influence of mechanical reproduction on 
what he calls the decay of art's aura, its situated
ness, ·"its presence in time, its unique existence at 
the place where it happens to be," its historical tes
timony. As a thinker and social aesthetician he 
offers a pivot bet)Neen the 19th century's longing 
for continuity and the 20th century's embrace of 
.brokenness. Looking ahead, he was wary, and 
Benjamin's refusal of the modern finally took the 
form of felo-de-se, favoring, as always, the unique 
and solitary act over the mass and anonymous. In 
1'940, he was trying to flee the Fascists, whose polit
ical apotheosis he intuited in the aesthetic shift to 
mechanical arts- chiefly, photography and film. 
Fearing alienation from the means of production_: 
political killing-he gave himself an overdose of 
morphiq.e, a fittingly 19th-century death. 

The jokes on that man's life never ceased, howev
er, and irony, like a Fury, hounded him in the after
world. The day after his suicide his traveling com
pan~ons were allowed' to cross the Spanish border 
and press on to Portugal unmolested. His death cere 
tificate was fairly straightfoward re: cause and clas
sification-brain hemorrhage, natural-but it 
reversed his name"'7"Benjamin Waiter, the 
Normanized German, meaning "rule ' ~ or "army"
which in turn misidentified him as a Christian and 
allowed the deracinated Jew io be buried within 
the walls of the Catholic cemetery rather than out
side the gate with all the other nonbelievers. After 
five years his remains were exhumed and moved to 
a common grave. The whereabouts of those remains 
are now unknown. There's some kind of lesson in all 
this but I don't know' what. 

So okay, but sixty years down the road 
what does any of this mean to the American scene, 
and particularly to an archivist like Tom Robinson 
who, among other things, buys up and preserves 
negatives from def_und photography studios around 
the state of Oregon? As I've said elsewhere- in a 
bar, probably-a graft of High European rhetoric 
doesn't always take well to American subjects, in 
part because the very tradition in which a 
Benjamin-or Adorno, Habermas, Raymond 
Williams, etc.- picks up his argu'ment doesn't exist. 
There's hardly any cultural history to have a con-

Photo by Natascha Sne/lman 

versation with-it's all soliloquy. And if we do 
engage tradition, generally it's done with engi
neers, b1uep r1i1t f.', bulldozers aml concrete, not 
Marxist subtle ties. A preservationist like Robinson, 

' working privately, is more in the American grain, 
idealistic and pragmatic, digging up artifacts of cul
ture that have been lost or buried, ditched or for
gotten: His vis ion, differing fundamentally from 
Benjamin's, restores ritual and a sense of authen
ticity to a landscape that's been stripped of it. It 
connects aura back to culture and recreates the 
conditions for art. 

Robinson's collection-of photographs is a cata
logue of gone thif!gs, the offal produced by 
American hope and optimism and that most insidi
ous trope of the Chamber of Commerce, forward
thinking. Naturally his first focus' is on the past, 
and it, too, is a form of refusal, a wariness. Death is 
inherent to photography in the sense that things 
evanesce at a rate dependent on £-stop and aper
ture; click, and another phenomenologically dead 
moment is captured on film. But in America, where 
history and landscape ·are seen as plastic or .pliant, 
the neglected past finds in photography a delivery 
mechanism to the future, and moments or even 
epochs are carr ied forward and preserved, as long 
as someone s·aves the pictures. Walter Benjamin 
approvingly cites the photographs of Atget, the way 
his deserted Paris streets seem mysteriously like 
the scene of a crime, a gathering of evidence; our 
problem is different- the crime is amply evident 
everywhere, but where have all the reliable wit
nesses gone? 

And that's where Tom Robinson's work is, 
for me, most interesting - as testimony. He moved to 
Portland in 1975 and used to do sound for rock 
shows but, approaching fifty, needed to find a new 
creative outlet, one that didn't involve banging 
around in a niosh pit. Originally he worked out of a 
warehouse, but now he does everything from his 
home in NE Portland. He's bought up the entire 
photogra-phic output of rough~y 500 people, the life 
work of both paid professionals on specific assign
ments and amateurs who tended to take aimless 
potshots at the scenery. At one point he had nine 
fridges filled with negatives. He says he "sort of · 
winds up as the morgue," that "he gets what falls 
between the cracks," although, even then , he spec
ulates, less than one percent of the pictures taken 
at any time will survive. N ega fives degrade, film is 
unstable, and the cost ,of cataloguing is prohibitive. 

· These 'days historical societies often refuse bulk 
bequests, unable to handle the enormous flow with 
their meager staff of volunteers and miniscule 
budgets. 

In this world, one very near the problematic 
heart of mechanical reproduction, you have to won
der about the role volume and intent play in the 
pr9cessing of history. We're now too sophisticated 
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Superstar Tips 

By Elizabeth Schambelan 

Think pale, pale, pale: white pantsuits, bleached 
hair, nude lipstick. 

For that smudgy, soulful look, put on eight coats 
of mascara and ery. Drink a lot 6f t ed wine. 
Experiem;e dreamlike portents in the form of 
midgets and circus animals. Drive to a house in the 
country. Dance, have catfights and make love all 

,weekend. Open the sliding glass do~rs. Step out
side. See a midget. Realize that la dolce vita is 
bereft, .from an existentialist point of view. Decide 
you're sick of Rome. Leave. 

Walk the streets of a city famous for its china fig
urines. Sirens wail. Porcelain shards are every
where. Bits of tiny shepherdesses imbed them-
selves in the soles of your shoes. · 

Never talk ~bopt your past. Shhhh stands for 
chic! 

Balance on the pedestal at the foot of the stairs 
wearing your most Grecian ~ightgown, holding a ' 
vase above your head. Be eleven when this hap
pens. Listen to your mother's guests in the other 

room. Someone will come out into the foyer, mill 
about, walk towards you. A man 's voice, below you, 

· will say, "So, if I touch you, do you come to life?" 
You'll feel the feathery brush of hair against your 
shin, a tongue on the top of your foot. Shiver. Drop 

the vase . In the instant before you hit the floor, 
experience the mixture of terror and pleasure that 
you'll be addicted to for the rest of your life. 

Swing. Drive a P-5 Rover. Take a lot of speed. 
Accompany an actor to his movie premiere. Loathe 
.the movie, which concerns_ an executive who_,_after ' 

EVERYBODY HAS SOMETHING 
TO SAY . . ·· 
The IPRC makes room for more voices 

By Came/a Raymond 

The Independent Publishing Resource Center is 
not a secret sociai club. . 

"Someone thought you had to go up a secret 
staircase through Reading Frenzy's bathroom to get 
here," says Pablo de Ocampo, the IPRC's new 
Director. 

That misconception is what you get for being a 
truly grassroots orga9ization. Founded in 1998, the 
IPRC has found its natural constituency in the 
city's signature artistic underground of the past 
decade - the book-reading, bike-riding, tofu-eating, 
mussy-haired, pasty-skinned 
writer/poet/musicianiartists who have made a mod
est utopia here producing self-consciously humble 
art, pseudo-academic tracts, arid how-to-live-lightly 
pamphlets for each other. If Reading Frenzy, the 
beloved commercial outlet for indie press litera
ture, located downstairs from the IPRC, was the 
movement's first permanent cultural outpost - its 
General Store- then the IPRC is the factory and 
school; churning out the media, art, and medium-is
message propaganda for the DIY ethic. Rolling off 
the photocopiers and presses come ziries about 
World's Fairs ("The Journal ,of Ride Theory".), nap
ping (founder Rebecca Gilbert's "napcore" ), and 

, the Battle in Seattle ("The Tale of John WTO 
#199055676"); literature and comics zines; diaries; 
posters, post cards, and handbills . The center also 
offers a host of workshops, from bookbinding to 
distribution, and a fully catalogued zine library for 
browsing and research. 

However fitting a secret staircase might be, how
ever, the fact is that the IPRC has its own, public 
entrance (at 917 SW Oak Street). It's open to any
one, 48 hours pet week (afternoons <j.nd evenings 
Monday through Thursday; and noon to 6pm Friday
Sunday). What's J!!Ore, the center is redoubling its 
efforts to bring its resources to a wider- public. It 
already offers zine making workshops to alterna.' 
tive high school students and homeless youth, and 
it recently completed a two-year effort helping a 
group of Parkrose girls create an 80-page oral histo
.ry of their neighborhood. This summer, it wit! spon
sor its second zine camp for high school girls, an 
eight-week program covering all facets of zine pub
lishing. De Ocampo says he and the board wish to 
build up outreach in the coming year,, assigning 

) FREE TO YOU 

being kidnapped by rock musicians, becomes ·,a 
devotee ·of LSD and free love. Go to the after

party and loudly refer to Anita Pallenberg as "that 
vain, stupid hippie." When the actor comes up 
beside you and takes 'your arm, slap him. Accuse 
him of fucking Anita Pallen berg. Be incensed when 
he fails to deny this. Decide you're sick of London. 
Leave. 

Can't-live-withQUt-it designer: Betsey Johnson. 
Can't-live-without-it-store: Paraphernali~. Sick 

of: Mary Quant. Most tragic fashion death: Tiger 
Morse. 

'Being an ice queen takes time, money, and·, most 
of all, vigilance. Touch u'p your roots once a month. 
Depilate ceaselessly. Examine your face,in the mir
ror. Is it perfectly expressionless? Remember, phys
ical anomalies---hairs, moles, blotches--- are 

expressions of a sort, evidence of internal 
processes. Eradicate them. 

Go to a psychedelic castle and sleep with' a rock 
star. Have a lot of shock therapy. Walk-the streets in 
the small hours of the morning. Complain, "I hate 
this city. They roll up the fucking sidewalks at mid
niiht." See the moonlight glinting on the water 

like a million skeins of platinum hair, a million 
drowning movie stars. Accidentally walk right off 
the edge of the continent and into the sea. Decide 
yqu're si<;k of Los Angeles. Leave. 

Open your medicine cabinet to fipd yourself 
staring into a rundown waterfront district. The nar
row rusty shelves are riverbanks, riverbanks crowd
ed with china factories. There are little windows in 
your pots of Jolen Creme Bleach, and teeny fig
urines are rolling out on conveyer belts. Your silver 
tubes of lipstick are storage drums full of suet and 
arsenic--full of things it's dangerous to eat. 

It's dangerous to eat. 

PLEAsE sEEFici'ioiV·o ilPAGE THREE 

dedicat,ed volunteer st~ff to present w.orkshops and 
talks at youth shelters, public ).ibraries, and else
where. With a recent modest expansion and 
rearrangement of the center's space (about the size 
of a large 2-bedroom apartment), staff are also 
working' on making the on-site facilities more visi
ble, useful and commodious. Future plans call for 
luring visitors with art eXhibits in ·the entranceway 
and release parties for zines and comics. Th~ idea 

Phuto by Scoit Matz 

is 'to encourage more people to use its free facili
ties, as well as attract ·a larger donor base and more 
people who'll pay the $40 to $100 sli'ding scale 
membership fee to use the publishing equipment. 

In essence, de Ocampo has taken over lea.dership 
at the IPRC at a critical organizational juncture. A 
Phoenix, Arizona-born Bennington College gra·d~
ate and member of the Fotir Wall Cinema . 
Collective, de Ocampo became involved with the 
IP~C as a member; hoping to pick up printing skills . 
for use .in his visual art. Like many others, he used 
the space so much that he felt he needed to give 

PLEASE SEEIPRC ON PAGE .SIX 
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Tim Appelo, former Oregonian film critic, 
is a writer for Seattle Weekly and reviews · 
books for People and the New York Times. 

Brad Adkins is an artist/curator who oper" 
ates "the charm bracelet " with 
Christopher Buckingham. He curated 
Blood and Guts Forever, a group show on 
the subject of friendship, on vi~w at 
Marylhurst University's Art Gym through 
April 4th. 

Matt Bowen is a young artist based in 
Lake Oswego. 

Chas Bowie is an artist, writer, and fre
quent art critic for the Portland Mercury. 

Charles D'Ambrosio is the author of the 
short story c;ollection, The Point. His 
recent short fiction has appeared in The 
New Yorker. A collection of his essays will 
be published by Clear Cut Press in ~all 
2003. 

Carson Ellis is an artist. 

Stuart Horodn·er .is Visual Arts Curator for 
the Portland Institute of Contemporary 
Art. 

I Heather Larimer is a writt:r of fiction and 
nonfiction. . 

Scott Matz is a photographer and former 
Portland Trail Blazer. 

Bryan O'Keefe is a writer. 

Elizabeth Schambelan is a writer based in 
New York. 

Anna Simon is a writer who frequently 
covers current event'S and theater for the 
Portland Mercury. 

Natascha Sneilman is an artist whose 
work can be seen at the Art Gym at 
Marylhurst University through April 4th. 

Khris Soden is a comics artist and ama
teur Portland historian. 

Matthew Stadler is a novelist , literary edi
tor for Nest magazine, an.d e ditor and co
founder of Clear Cut Press. 

Storm Tharp is an artist whose 'work may 
be viewed at PDX Gallery in Portland. 

James Yu lives and works in Por tland. 

EDITORIAL AND PROD\}CTION STAFF 

Camela· Raymond, Editor/Publisher 

Heather Larimer, Literary Edit9r 

Alic;ia Cohen, Poetry Editor 
I 

Ashley Edwards,'Irftetn 

jason Hart, Art -Director 

Allison Dubinsky, Copy Editor 

Scamper Franklin, House illustrator 

Clear Cut Press, Regional Distribution 

:======_~1= :~::~::::=:d::~:::~: graphs, puzzles, comics, and letters to the 
editor;. We alSo like to know what' s going 
on in general. To obtain content submis-

~ sion guidelines, make a p itch, or notify us 

---1
1 of your news or opinions, please contact: 

Camela Raymond, Editor/Publisher, The 
Organ, 425 SE 3rd Avenue #302, Portland, 

~ OR 97214. Tel 503-236-2345. E-mail e di-
~ tor@o;rganarts.org 
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FICTION AND POETRY SUBMISSIONS 

Please submit fiction (1,500 words or less) 
to Heather Larimer, Literary Editor. Snail 
mail c/o The Organ (see above) or e-mail 
lit@organarts.org. Submit poetry to Alicia 
Cohen, Poetry Editor. Snail mail c/o The 
Organ or e-mail poetry@organarts.org. 

ADVERTISING INFORMATION 

,The Organ runs on paid advertising. For 
information about a dvertising rates, for
mat specifications, and deadlines, please 
visit www.organart s.org; write to 
ads@organarts.org; or call 503-236-2345. 

THE INTERWEB 

Visit www.organarts.org for upda tes, 
announcements, and advertising informa
tion. 

THANK YOU 

The Organ thanks Storm Tharp, Rich 
Jensen, and Plazm Media for their sup
port and assistance. 
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. CORRECTIONS TO ISSUE #3 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

I To the Editor, 

I 
i 

I 
I 
§ 

I 
~ 

First of all, thanks for the Organ. I have enjoyed 
the first and third issues (didn't see #2). I just fin
ishe d reading "The Disappearing Monument" by 
Morgan Currie and enjoyed the ideas presented, 
however! noticed a few errors in fact, the first 
being that the Daughters of the American 
Revolution do not maintain the Theodore Roosevelt 
sculpture . It is a city-owned artwork and is annual
ly maintained by the Regional Arts and Culture 
Council, a local nonprofit arts organization. The 
second error in the article states that there is a 
monument to Dr. Coe on the Coe Traffic Circle, 
next to the Joan of Arc sculpture. The only monu
ment to the Doctor was a bench placed in front of 
the sculpture after his death, but that bench was 
removed by an automobile in 1943. Keep up the 
good work and thank you for your time, I Robert Krueger 

~ Collection Coordinator 
~ 

~ To :::1::~:.:"' & CW<ure Co=cil 

~ Throughout Bryan O'Keefe's article "Embracing 
. ~== the Present; the UBS PaineWebber Colleetion," the 

underlying message seems to be that there is some-1· thing wrong with a corporation collecting art, and 
with then allowing it io be shown publicly in a 

~ museum. If that's the case, I wish he could have 
~ explained it a bit more clearly. 
;;;==-~ .Of the exhibition he said, "Regrettably, it is .. . a 

display of expert liquidity planning within calculat
!l'! ed investment horizons, represented by a leveraged 

. ~ ·and strategized collection of tangible alternative 

. ;;;_I as;~ti~- ~s "a display of expert liquidity planning 
[liquidity = consisting of or capable of ready con

·~ . version into cash] within calculated investment 
~ horizons," how does that jibe with the fact that , 
~ "Much of the coile.ction has been bequeathed to 
~ the Museum of Modern Art"? Perhaps there is 
3i some financial gain (conversipn into cash) here 
I that ·the "expert" can fathom, but O'Keefe doesn't 
~ clarify where the money is. And if UBS 
~ Paine Webber can profit by showing art to the pub-

. i lie and then 'giving it away---,what exactly is the 
s problem with that? . I He does insinuate that UBS Paine Webber just 
- buys what it likes (UBS Paine Webber has "a desire I for quality, " which is inexplicable since "quality" 
,I is purely subjective) and O'Keefe implies that must 

5~-============_E!=====- be wrong, but again.! can't see why from the arti-
cle. "It seems that 'quality' at the simplest level is 
high real market value," he says, but he makes no 
case for that interpretation. Perhaps he is unaware 
of the great "quality" debates of the Greenbergian 
era (the 60s and 70s) .' In any case, he bites the red 
herring of a single word. He implies that there 

·~ must be something wrong with buying expensive 
~ art, too, but we are not told why (probably some
s thing wrong with the Trail Blazers buying expen-

~=-~ sivAe bdashketf?adll ~layerbs1as we?)-h h . h 
n e m sIt pro emanc t at t ey m1g t be 

§ making wise financial investments, but gee, that's 
~ · . what UBS Paine Webber is in business for. 
~ He says, "Money supplants the judgments of I ... the spectatpr when interpretation is restricted to 
1 simple_ awe of avarice." I don't know why he didn't 
ill take this warning for. himself: There was a lot to see 
~ in the show beyond any notion of excessive desire 
5 for corporate wealth, and if there was actually a I greedy corpora tion doing something underhanded 
= here, O'Keefe gave us no evidence of it. 
i!ii 
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Sincerely, 

Paul Sutinen 
Southeast Portland 
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THE ORGAN ESSAY CONTEST 
Don't forget to enter the Organ Essay Contest, 
announced last issue. The prize pot is growing 
all the time! Already, it contains gifts from 
artists Natascha Snellman, Brad Adkins, and 
Adrian Gaut, plus video e diting services from 
videominds, and MORE!! 

Here's the question contest entrants must 
answer in 1000 words or less: 

The Organ deeply regrets having omitted the 
final paragraph of Matthew Stadler's arti~le, "A 
Living Mockery of Your Own Ideals." In addition, 
we inserted incorrect information regarding PICA's 
budget. The printed version stated tha t PICA · 
spends 13% of its budget on securing new cash. The 
correct figure, which Stadler supplied to u s, was 
25%. Finally, the article incorrectly identified the 
Portland Center for th e Advancement of Culture as 
the Portland Cen ter for Cultural Advancement. For 
the correct version of Stadler 's wonde rful article , 
please see www.org<l:narts.org. 

"Write a cover letter applying for the posi
tion of Editor of The Organ Review of Arts. 
Explain your aims for runn ing the paper." 

You may, if you wish, begi11 your letter/essay 
with the foll.owing sentence: "I woke up today 
with a sense of expectation." 

Submit your essay by postal mail or e-mail to 
_Editor, The Organ, 425 SE 3rd Avenue #302, 
Portland, OR 97214 or editor@organarts.org. 
Don't forget to inClude your name and contact 
il'lformation . 

Camela· Raymond's "Letter from the Editor" 
stated that Jeff Jahn is the Editor of NW Drizzle. 
Jahn is the Art Editor. Mark Anderson is the Chief 
Editor and Publisher. 

In the "News Bits" column, we st~ted that the 
artist Tim Bavington h ailed from Los Angeles. 
Bavington lives in Las Vegas. 

All fault lies with the E ditor, none with magnifi-
cent Copy Editor Allison Dubinsky: , 

i' 

Deadline is Marc~ 31, 2003. 

Prize pot contributors select the contest 
judges. !UPDATE! 'f>rizes accepted through 
March 31, 2003. See www.organarts.org for 
updates. 

OP-ED 

Blue Collar Patron 

By Warren Becker 

Amos Latteier's winter essay analyzing the artist's 
quandary of making a living struck a chord with · 
me. Nope, I'm not an artist. Rather, I'm a 40-year
old soon-to-be-unemployed guy who has never 

, brushed a canvas, but who happens to own a lot of 
art. 

Years ago, a buddy and I w~re enjoying a Lucky 
Lab buzz and somehow got on the topic of art. My 
buddy openly pondered what life would be like if 
everyone consciously a~quired one piece of art 
every year of their life. By the time retirement 
came 'round, people would be surrounded by 
objects of beauty-each one marking a passage of 
time in their life. Our golden years would be suf
fused with walls and pedestals of true eye candy. 
Idealistic as the notion .seemed; we looked at each 
other over our beers and said, "Okay, why not?" 
and pledged to each other to do just that in our 
remaining years-become yearly art collectors. 

My buddy, being the more conceptual of the two 
of us, immediately began making art-turning 
found objects into sculptures and wall hangings 
and arranging dumpster dive finds i~to wacko
beautiful forms of furniture. I took the greenbacks 
route and set out to buy, buy, buy-coffeehouse
cum-gallery canvases, garage sale rare finds , street · 
fair etchings, and a gallery wood carving along the 
way. From time to time, I've surveyed local ar tist 
portfolios on the web.and even commissioned a 
painting for a now-defunct romance. I've paid as lit
tle as $2.50 and as much as $400 for the art, mainly . 
paintings. All pieces were original and most were 
from local talent. Most years .I've purchased more 
than one piece and have gotten a kick out of deal
ing directly with many of the artists. The pieces are 
eclectic and reflect my mood of the moment-prim
itive and sensual to comprex and melancholy. 
Throughout it all, I've had fun. It's more than a 
hobby, so I guess I'm a collector. For me, the acquir
ing process is more contemplative than "collect-

FASHION REVIEW 

Seaplane XOX Fashion Show 
January 18, 2003 

By Heather Larimer 

Seaplane knows its audience-young, art-minded 
hipsters with a populist sensibility. Instead of rest
ing on their laurels and having their show i n a 
grungy place (like the clubs and bars where much 
of their audience ha:Qgs out) , Seaplane capitalized 
on. one of Portland's more dazzling aesthetic 
resources, the minimal, Jenga-like Wieden + 
Kennedy Building. The show was held around the 
grand staircase, a striking space with multiple 
tiers. The crowd filled the balconies, landings and 
stairs, as well as the ground level; the mopels' pro
ce'ssion through these levels made the• show feel 
less like a pageant than an interactive perform
ance. The audience/model/art interface created the 
feeling that everyone there was a vital part of the 
artistic process behind the clothes, which is ulti
mately true: Portland fashion is only a s viable and . 
as cultivated as its patronage. The graphics, mostly 
projections, helped unify the show and were inter
esting design elements in themselves. Seaplane's 
logistical choices (having the show at Wieden, mak
i~g it graphically slick) encouraged their audience 
to raise the bar, to think in a more sophisticated 
way about a creative community whose foundation 
is essentially do-it-yourself. For all of the in.spired 
arrangements, however, the clothes were only mar
ginally so. Each piece had the intensity of a "show
piece," but the attention-grabbing became numb
ing after a w~le and felt like a diversionary tactic. 

ing" Beanie Babies, but not serious enough to con
sider my acquisitions a form of financial invest
ment. I have no training in art appreciation, but I 
sure as hell appreciate what's hanging on my walls. 
Art has become a part of my budget, meager as it 
is; and more importantly, art has become a part of 
my life. 

At public debates' on the social value of art, 
much emphasis is placed on the importance of art 
to our culture and within our schools. Great, but 
how about looking at art in economic terms? 
America is a culture of hyper-consumers, so let's 
treat art in a dualistic fashion: basic consumer 
good and thing of cultural importance. 

Throughout my ·public school years I remember 
the many tutorials on personal finances-how to 
balance a checkbook, create a budget and plan for 
expenses. Mostly, I remember the creation of budg
etary categories: food, cloth ing, rent, utilities, and 
the all-important miscellaneous. Those categories 
have stayed with me throughout my 40 years: Now, 
as unemployment approaches, I sit at my kitchen· 
table under the watchful eye of an oil painting list
ing those same categories and plugging in num
bers. Although dollar amounts shrink from time to 
time, the number of categories rarely db.:. If, as a 
student, my instructionals on household budgeting 
included the category of "Art," I guarantee you it · 
would have become a regular consideration. 

The struggle of making a living as an artist ceas
es to be an issue within a society' that is taught to 
incorporate art into its everyday consumer budget. 
Although art is unique, the collecting of it does not 
have to be such. The root-issue and lasting solution 
to the artist's fiscal lament is realigning the percep
tion·oi accessibility to the unco~mon product (art), 
to match the most common of consumer behaviors 
(making a basic purchase). 

Like any good marketer will tell you, "get 'em 
hooked while they're young and you got 'em for 
life. " As harsh as that sounds, it's time to take the 
tried and true practiCes of real "evil-do,ers" 
(overze alous marketers) and put them to good use; 
i.e., get the American public jonesing for art like 
they do for $5 cups of coffee and $150 tennis shoes. 

Superher9 drawing by Matt Bowen 

Subverting structure, slashing, skewing, etc., are 
moi:e interesting when applied to a garment that 
has some internal rigor. Otherwise, there's no ten- . 
sion. The abandon of playing with scissors is less 
euphoric when there's nothing to destroy. 

However, there was a true showstopper: an 
incredible patchwork dress by Claire Lafaye. 
Claire LaFaye's clothes are beguiling, b oth in the 
Seaplane store and on the runway (her stuff was 
some of the cleverest in the Fashion Incubator 
Winter Show). Even though her stylistic ambitions 
sometimes supersede the balance or integrity of 
the garments as discrete pieces, her nostalgia for 
trends most people want to forget-embellishment, 
men's shirting for women's garments, brocade blaz
ers 'and fake pearls-is compelling and clever. This 
dr~ss showed off all her talents. The full:length 
patchwork gown leaned on her usual retro refer
ences, but incorporated them.into a dazzling gar
ment. The sleeveless dress was constructed of 
countless tiny pieces of fabric assembled in an 
intricate quilt-like pattern. This might sound c~afty 
for crafty's sake, but unlike most of the "creative" 
clothes in the show, it had a logic, a uniformity of 
sentiment. A buttery wedge of golden silk tumbled 
from the waist, .which softened the dress and made 
the patchwork appear even more disciplined in 
contrast. Besides being visually stun~ng, the dre('s 
stood out because it seemed culturally astute, 
br inging together two dia~etrically-opposed ver
sions of femininity: the stud~ed matronliness of a 
quilt and the preciousness of satin. The product 
was a confident A-line gown, a form more sophisti
cated and powe rful than either of its ingredients. 

I'm not sure what to make of Portland's standout 
designer, Cameron, who showed the identical Kelly 
green ro!Jlper on a handful of models who wore 
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THEATER REVIEW 

CART 
defunkt theater 

January 16 - February 22, 2003 

By Anna Simon . 

It took me a full week to realize why my e-mail 
se.rver kept running articles on stockpiling duct 
tape. (" Can it really save your life?" read the Web · 
site headline) . On the seventh day I heard the radio 
report the country was under a code orange terror
ist attack warning. The Administration urged 
Americans to protect their families from an anony
mous yet distinctly foreign entity. Though the warn
ings didn't bother me, I was troubled hearing about 
the panic of others-supermarket rushes on sta
ples, mothers writing their children sentimental 
notes in case they died, people refusing to use the 
Golden Gate Bridge because of its potential as a 
target. How long could this state of aginiti~n con
tinue? If no attack came- as surely, I reasoned, it 
wouldn't -would people's feelings gradually dissi
pate or continue to build, unarticulated and vague, 
latent and ready? 

Cart, the most recent offering from defunkt the
ater, has successfully captured some of these senti
ments. Porthmd playwright James Moore looks at 
those who succumb to paranoia and subsequently 
battle to feel safe again. It's a startling show: long, 
ambiguous, unsettling and rife with the uneasy ten
sion that plagues the characters. Is it about a shop
ping cart? Yes and no. 

It begins, more or less, with three 20-somethings, 
brothers Macy and Rick and t~eir estranged friend · 
Danna, who convinces them to flee the city and its 
vague air of menace. Their interrelationships are 
standoffish and nebulous, their past and present a 
mystery. The trio finds an empty house on the out
skirts of Talent, Oregon, arid hesitantly make them
selves at home. "I feel okay here," shrugs Danna, 
their self-appointed, hard-edged leader. But their 
hesitancy turns to a feeling of entitlement when 
they're confronted by the late-arriving housesitter, 
George, who is glaringly notwhite. "I don't feel safe 
with him here," hisses.Danna to Rick. "We are.sup
posed to be here." But the ensuing chat between 
Rick and George ends with George's violent mur
der. It will be his first of three deaths that evening. 

Moore began the script for Cart in the woods 20 
miles out side Sisters, Oregon, on October 20, 2001. 
"Right around the time the U.S. started bombing 
Afghanistan and people were receiving anthrax let
ters," he remembers. "I, who am particularly sus
ceptible to ma:ss paranoia, was struck by the gener
al mood of feeling unsafe. This country's freaking 
out was really very intriguing and frightening to 
me. My first night there I was paranoid, terrified 
really. And what did I h~ve to fear? I didn't know . . 
So I began to write Cart. " 

Similar fears and 'Yil~ imaginations drive Danna, 
Rick and Macy to their violent expulsion of George. 
At first the audience, trained in the modern-:-rigots 
of noticing race and then promptly trying to forget 
that it exists, is reluctant to pin the gang's unease 
with George on his ethnicity. Wouldn~t that be too 
o~vious and easy? But Moore refuses to let the · 
point be forgotten. He spends the rest of the play 
reviving George, absurdist style: He just sits up 
from an imaginary pool of blood and talks. George 
explains how he canie to the house that night, 
pulled over doing the speed limit by a female cop 
because he looked out of place. His story is repeat
edly interrupted as the kids kill him ~gain, trying 
to block his words out. They're driven to annihilate 
the perceived threat without first trying to under
stand it or its impetus. 

At some point Cart crosses the' line from strange 
realism to regular absurdism, forgoing a coherent 
plot-or any semblance of it-in lieu of portraying 
events that serve only to push the play's many 
metaphors. It would be heavy-handed if we under
stood it all. Consider, for instance, the mysterious 
shopping cart that manifests on stage in low-lit 
dream sequences-it comes, it acts, it goes - but is 
the audience-any wiser for it? To clarify, at some 
prior point the cart w.as pushed .by an unknown 
"other" into Rick's car, completely wrecking it. 
Bewildered and deeply hurt by the anonymous act 
of destruction, Rick revenges the ca:r:t with a base
ball bat. Repeatedly. 

Cart has no easy answers-in fact, it may not 
have answers at all, as answers imply solutions and 
in general there are very few of those to be had. · 
But it warns, it eseapes being preachy, and as with 
other good· pieces of art, it demands to be revisited. 

curly wigs, headbands and sunglasses, but I trust it 
was either a deeply thougl:it-out statement about 
fashion shows as constructs, or an emergency 
response to a shortage of new pieces: Either way, 
the campy uniforms, cool in a fairly · unwearable 
w,ay,.were a refreshing intermission from the decon
structe_d gowns. What was she up to anyway? Were 
these Girl Scout troop leaders turned go-go girls? 
Psychics at their weekly tennis lesson? Kelly 
green? (At the show it seemed a bizarre hue to res
urrect, out now, as I'm noticing it everywhere, it 
seems prescient.) Whatever her intention, 
Cameron's move brought the rest of the show into 
perspective. I've noticed this about her in general: 
she's sort of contrary and always manages to· tran
scend her environment. At a show of one-o'f-a kind 
showpieces, her uniforms made me wonder exactly 
what grain she was working against, albeit maybe 
unconsciously. When I reconsidered the designers' 
competition over who could be more tattered, 
deconstructed, bricolage-y, my conclusion was: 
"methinks t\ley doth protest too much." It all felt 
like a nervous attempt to obfuscate the spectre of 
their J;IlOthers ' home-sewn' Butterick prom dresses. 
Better to look rebellious than earnestly homemade. 

Seaplane's designer/owners inarguably have 
their shit together; they have Made It; they rule the 
Portland fashion scene. Now, particularly via their 
production elements, they are bravely teaching 
1their own audience to elevate its tastes, which will 
make it demand more of Seaplane . . . and so on. All 
of this is highly laudable. It's time for more of their 
designers to follow suit, so their work will quit 
screaming, "Hey! Look what I made!" and go the 
way of Claire LaFaye. 
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LESSONS FROM THE KOOTENAY 
SCHOOL OF WRITING 
A Vancouver poetry collective ceasslessly 

collapses (or two decades 

By Matthew Stadler 

. Because 'it is urban-headquartered in a derelict 
part of Vancouver's downtown-one is not surprised 
~o find that the Kootenay School of Writing has no 
campus. Still, the modesty of the school's facility is 
br9cing. Up a dimly lit flight of stairs, the KSW 
library, seminar table, and administrative offices 
take up a single room, furnished in old smoke and 
thrift furniture. This location represen,ts a "move 
up" from original digs. that were abandoned when 
crack sales became too frequent at the fron_t door. 
An early member described the first office (and 0 

years) in an essay called "Island and City": 
':Repeatedlyascending those stairways, crowding 
with strangers on sprung couches, breathing stale 
smoke, apprehensively going along with new 
friends to parties at Warren Tallman's hou.se, or 
Roy Kiyooka's, or Roy Miki's, or Gerald Creede's, 
observing these people who were the poets and edi
tors whose books·I was reading-was just like sitting · 

·inside the modernist plate glass on the Languages 
and Literature floor of the old downtown . 
V<jncouver PubJic Library watching the nighttime 
traffic on Burrard Street between sentences. There 
were movements connecting basements and cabins· 
and studios and kitchens, the books in these rooms, 
there were passages which gradually became to me 
what poetry is here-this history of lean-tos, porch
es, mudflats, sentences: these precise and vulnera
ble structures which hav~ persisted on ' • 
edges .. :Spaces became writing." 

In such s·paces, a culture is made. KSW started in 
1984, after British Columbia's newly elected Social 
Credit g-overnment shl!t down the shor:t-lived David 
Thompson University Centre in Nelson, an ex-log
ging town in the Kootenay Mountaiqs. As ·with so 
many .things Canadian, Americans wilrneed a few 
explanations: Social Credit wa? a centrist party 
that held power in B.C. for 'most of the post-War 
era. In the early 1970s the liberal ~ew Democratic 
Party ousted· them for a few years, i,nitiating the 
David Thompson Centre as a kind of populist edu
cational experimen.!. The Centre became home · 
base for a politically inflected poetics around a 
core of teachers that included Colin Browne and 
Fred Wah. Together with a handful of students, they 
moved from Nelson to VanCO)-lver and, in 
September 1984, Browne and former students Jeff 
Derksen, Angela Hryniuk, Gary Whitehead, and 
others, founded the Kootenay School of Writing, 
Canada's first writer~ruii . c611ec~1ve'.:.::una·ccreafied, 
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unfunded, and unburdened by the agendas and 
needs of a university. 

For the past twenty years the small collective,. 
comprisin§ a few dozen writers, has sponsored lee, 
tures, seminars, and ongoing workshops while act
ing as a free public resource for poorer and indi
gent writers in the city. They maintain a library and 
a journal, while publishing books and articles indi
vidually with presses around the world. In any 

given year, KSW can be expected to host a score of 
visiting writers for an evening or week in 
Vancouver, offer a few dozen classes and work
shops, and be visible and vocal in local politics and 
culture. ·' ' 

Van.:;ouver was a good place for KSW to take 
root. You could live cheap. The city's discourse 
around poetic work.had been vig'orous, public, 
political, and demanding for at least a few decades. 
A "watershed" of sorts is often traced to a 1963 
conference that brought the American ,poets 
Robert Duncan, Robert Creeley, Denise Levertov, 
and Charles Olson to Vancouver .. The conference 
catalyzed a nascent discourse-leaving new jour- · 
nals and teaching initiatives in its wake-that coa
lesced around a handful of major figures: Robin ·. 
Blaser and George Stanley (who fled America dur
ing the Vietnam war), George Bowering, Roy Miki, 
and Ellen and Warren Tallman. Interestingly, these 
writers were not uniformly enlisted in the universi
ties' ·i:~w.e system, and so a great deal of their 
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Georges Bataille: An Intellectual 
Biography . 
Michel Surya (Verso, 2002) 

By Bryan O'Keefe 

' emerged-around the time ofCS- gone is the Classi
cal economic concept of value dependent on scarci
tyreplaced by a new emphasis on excess and expen
diture. The major turnal:iout to come, much later, in 
La Part Maudite: "It is not necessity [need to 
acquire] but its contrary, 'luxury' [need to lose or 
squander], that presents living matter and 
mankind with their fundamental problems." 

In 1961 ,"Georg~s Bataille said of a photograph of a· 
Peking execution-by-dismemberment: "I have 
never stopped being obsessed by this Image of 
pain, at once ecstatic and intolerable." 

Last week, Thomas Hirschhorn, with the help of 
translation technology, said of his Documenta XI 

·Bataille Monument (including snack bar, shuttle 
service, 24-hour webcam and topography of 
Bataille's work): "My work contains for each some
thing, and if it is evenly the sausage in the lunch 
conditions." 

In the nearly four decades. since his death, 
Bataille's Oeuvres Completes has been scrambled 
into a data pattern in need of serious rehabilita
tion. The good news: Michel Surya's newly translat
ed biography takes up the challenge, grqunding 
Bataille within his assorted milieux, a nearly impos
sible task given his obscure relationship to the con- .. 
tradictory ideological -isms of the 20th century. 
Although of little help explaining the posthumous 
influence of this misunde·rstood librarian, Surya 
reveals that, like Michael Jackson's face or a 
Saturday night visit to Sandy Hut, Ba~aille's best 
work is at once vivid explqrarion of the sex-death 
paradox ai:J.d am~itious critique of economic ration
ality. 

Any biographer of Bataille must begin with a 
reading of the pseudonymous novels, among them 
Story of the Eye and Blue oj'Noon. Surya keeps the 
transgressions in phenomenological focus, asking · · 
of Bataille's first-person confessions, "Was he 
speaking of himself or creating a fiction?" 
(Answer: yes, both.) 

Invitations to wade in the murky rhetorical 
water yield unexpected insights. We are asked to 
replace every iteration of "horror" with "love" in 
an extended quote about Bataille's relationship 
with his mistress-oddly moving. An Oedipal
necrophiliac scene from Le Petit sparks a useful 
comparison of "kneeling, prayers or supplication" 
to "masturl;lating in' front of the mortal remains of 
a loved one." But Surya, who has also written at 
length about another well-disputed French novelist, 
Pierre Guyotat, occasionally forgets his nonacade
mic readers, for whom abstraction cannot discredit 
Evidenz taken in through the dopamine and nora
drenal receptors. It is the bluntness of Bataille's 
novels, their refusal to engage. in the Modernist 
dialectics of their time, that impresses-these char
acters-have moved beyond good and evil into 
debauchery, all in the company of surrealism's 
omnipresent sex dwarves. 

That said, it is easy to forget Bataille's sly cir
cumvention of surrealist politics. Beginning in the 
1920s, Bataille occupied himself with a' series of 
societies and their accompanying journals: first, La 
Revolution Surrealiste, then Documents, described 
h.~re as a "war machine against surrealism,~' then 
La Critique Sociale, founded by Trotskyite George 
Souvarine .. His radical theory of general ecoQ.omy 

Colleagues reacted to these articles and lectures 
with mixed dismissals. Maybe they were blinded by 
Bataille's brilliance. More likely, Bataille's awkward 
self-positioning outside the social sciences (his 
"Sacred Sociology" was neither), or the latent elit
ism of his "theoey of the potlatch" (only sovereign 
aristocrats "struggle" as economic agents- forget 
the proletariat) baffled ·his leftist audience. Not 
surprising. The theory seems right-wing adaptable 
(imagine the Social Security Administration firing 
all w~lfare officers and replacing them with person- · 
al shopping consultants for the wealthy), but, then, 
it depends on who is reading. 

Or does it? The theory of the potlatch is certainly 
difficult to grasp. The central ~c~na~·io, a restate
ment of Mauss's The Gift, is modeled on the behav
ior of the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and Kwakiutl 
tribes of pre-colonial British Columbia: in a pot-
latch ceremony, the tribal leader destroys/con
sumes the gift in a public display of rank, humiliat
ing the observing individual, obligating hit:nfher to 
respond with another display to challenge the hier
archy, and so on. Surya compares these tribal lead
ers to their haute-bourgeois equivalents in Bataille's 
era, who hoarded their riches, snunned public life, 
and presented a populist image to the public: "jf 

[the bourgeoisie] acquired, it was not to enjoy its 
rarik in ostentatious challenge, as the aristocracy 
once did, but to consolidate it." What once looked 
like p:jeudo-anthropology looks today like an alle
gorical response, in the manner of Orwell or 
Traven, to the bureaucracies encouraged by the 
deflated European economy of the 1930s. But 
unlike; say, Animal Farm, a focused attack on an 
existing social or~er founded on clearly stated · 
political convictions, Bataille's critique can seem 
like the idle thoughts of a dandy in a satin-tented 
pink boudoir, mourni.iJ.g the replacement of a gaudy 
fin-de:siecle aristocracy by a· well-tailored, no-fun 
fascist elite that just didn't get Nietzsche. 

If Bataille is arguing in favor of anything at all, it 
is not philanthropy or conspicuous consumption, or, 
not exactly; as Acephale shows, the theory of gener
al economy climaxes in human or animal sacrifice. 
Formed in 1935 with surrealist painter Andre 
Masson and other initiates, anti-Semites excluded, . 
Acephale was the name of.a journal and society 
devoted to ·the study of eroticized deat.h. It may be I 
unfair to call Acephale a joke, but it is a fine exam
ple of a sub-type of fascist aesthetics Susan Sontag 

· identified as "a sophisticated playing with cultural 
horror." One thing should be made clear:, Bataille · 
actively opposed "fascism," (a term once definable, 
now a cipher in world political lexicon). But the 

' aesthetic line between anti-fascist rebellion and 
-what was then called by detractors "surfascism," is 
forever blu'rred in Masson's drawing of the violent 
and vulnerable Acephale: " ... headless, as was proper 
(his decapitated head in the form of a skull had 
taken refuge where his genitals should be), his 
body upright, his legs firmly planted apart in the 
earth, arms outstretched, in his ri.ght fist a flaming 

worl,{ and teaching transpired in the more openly 
contested realms of public readings, local press or 
self-publishing, and· conferences constructed out
side the regulating influence of the universities., 

(Portland today enjoys similar advantages. Rent 
is cheap. Intelligent people move here to make cul- ·. 
ture. Universities play little or no role in public dis
course. But the city apparently lacks the intellectu
al base to support a non-academic discourse around 

fllusrration b!! Ca rson Ellis 

contemporary poetics. The minds are here, but 
they're absent from public life: Why don't we hear 
from Lisa Steinman? Ursula LeGuin? It is regret
table that the work going_ on in our backyard, by 
these writers, and also Vancouver's, has been nearly 
invisible to us. Aspiring locals stare longingly 
toward the New York publishing economy, memoriz
ing its tiniest nuances-McSweeneys, Tin House, the 
rise of transplanted ' colleagues through the bigger 
publishing houses-while remaining broadly igno
rant of the vigorous culture that's been in place, 
nearby, for at least forty years.) 

Michael Barnholden,_a KSW poet who co-edited 
the collective's anthology "Wtiting Class," says 
that KSW is based in "the radical conception that 
writing is a social activity, not a personal or private 
event." The school's initial links to the San 
Francisco-based poetics later codified as 
L=A=N=G,;,U=A;G=E poetry waned in th~ early 
1990s; as founding members burned out and a sec
ond wave of KSW ppets,.more deeply concerned 

.. ~ .. 

' ' heart, in -hisieft-a dagger-shap"ed flower. His body i~ 
studded with stars but the entrails show through: 
the center of the body is a labyrinth constructed 
like a palace." A mystifying image. 

What remains of these expefimentill novels, 
journals ·and secret societies? The fiction and sever: 
al theoretical works remain in prini: in English, but 
other than rumors of sacrifices in dark forests, lit
tle record survives of the activities of Acephale. (To 
whom or what these humans and animals may have 
been sacrificed is anyone's guess. Zarathustra?) 
Much later, Bataille seemed to regret some of his 
excesses as much as Breton regretted his in~amous 
call to action: to walk into the street and fire a gun · 
at people at random-an act conceivable only in ' 

. the faintest recollection of a Buiiuel rriovie, or on 
our most transgressive reality-based TV shows. 
Entertainment helps us to forget . the history of its 
appropriations. For extending memory of the fasci
nating Georges Bataille past the recycled regrets of 
an avant-garde, many .thanks to Michel Surya. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
FICTION .•................ 

Illustration by Scamper Franklin 

· In the newsreels, the city runs along the bottom. 
of th~ movie screen like a comb with broken teeth. 
Above it, scattered across the white sky, airplanes 
are turning into puffs of smoke. There he is--t~e 
Death Flyer. So handsome, so suave .... His hair is 

blonde. His smile is the smile of a man who's 
been lying in a peat bog for ten thousand yea.rs. He 
blows you a.kisStaples for the girl who has better 
things tci do than eat: coffee; codeine; cigarettes; 
and of course, dolls, dolls, dolls .... blacks, reds, ups, 
downs ... whatev.er .... 

Finally, meet a man who understands you. 
Impress him by drinking punch straight from the 
dipper. Tell him he looks like the man in the moon. 
Get a sort of lunar thing going---think "lunatic,'" 
"sublunary." Inj'ect heroin of dubious provenance 
to achieve that green-cheese glow. Become a 
chanteuse. When he projects a giant image of your 
face. onto the wall behind you, realize that that 

with a kind of class-based feminism and sexual pol
itics, took over. A third group emerged four years 
ago, folding these issues into a broader concern 

·with the dialectics of knowing (Althusser, Marx, 
Deleuze, and ·Foucault form common poims of ref
erence). The writing from KSW has been exceil~nt 
and awful, profound and trivial-alt things. But, 
notably, the conversation started in 1984 hasn't 
stopped. "The ideology is consistent," Barnholden 
contends. Paradoxically- tellingly-former mem
bers attribute the school's longevity to a shared 
predisposition against permanence. "No one lets 
you institute anything," one poet says. "They just 
say 'no,' or th.ey don't follow through. It'§ in a state 
of sort of ceaseless collapse." 

Currently, KSW has occasional workshops, an 
informal involvement with theWoodwards squat (a 
kind of pre-Dignity Village group of homeless peo
ple that took possession of an empty downtown 
department store last fall) and an ongoing seminar 
called "Studies in Practical Negation." Barnholden 

. points out that, while government grants are dwin
dling, "our largest single source of fu.nding is still 
intact: that is, the sweat equity of the collective 
and sympathizers." 

The school's discourse reached America long ago 
(primarily through San Francisco and Buffalo, 
where Charles Bernstein-who himself studied 
with Robin Blaser in Vancouver-runs a program in 
contemporary poetics), but remained relatively 
unheard in the-Northwest until the 1990s when 
Seattle poet Robert Mittenthal started crossing the 
border, initiating some projects that ultimately led 
to Seattle's SubText collective, a group with strong 
affinities to KSW. Through SubText, and also · 
.through the early Rendezvous Reading Series and 
the summer festival Bumbershoot, KSW writers 
such as Jef,f Derksen, Colin Browne, Lisa 
Rober'tson, and Aaron Vidaver have been visible in 
Seattle, part of a group that, as they become more 
broadly read, suggest the presence of a vigorous 
North Pacific American discourse around poetics. 

And 'what of Portland? Will new collectives like 
. the Spare Room catalyze any public discussion of 
contemporary poetics? Will we hear from Steinman 
or LeGuin, that is outside The Oregonian's and 
Tribune's book review pages? Will Doug Marx's 
keen inteiligence about contemporary poetry find a 
forum more ambitious than the daily paper? Will 
writers take an interest in the vitality and rigor of 
th~ local film and video corrvnunity, which is itself 
constructing a kind <;>f public poetics that writers 
could engage and learn from? Will we do anything 
more ambitious than polishing our manuscripts in 
workshop, plotting careers, and cashing our modest 
checks for reviewing the latest books from some 
distant, other coast? 

girl~-.-the girl on the ~all--is your better half, 
the part of yourself you've been looking for your 
whole life. She presides over the music with blank, 
unearthly authority. The colored lights wheel across 
her face like the Zodiac wheeling across the sky. 

The Death Flyer in his leather helmet, his white 
silk scarf. He waves at you. A door in the moon 
opens up; he flies into it and disapp.ears. "Auf 
·Wiedersehen!" The moon explodes. Shards burrow 

into your mattress, pillow, stomach, chest. 
At a: party, see a. nearly -insensible Judy Garland 

lolling against Rudolph Nureyev's shoulder. Scoff. 
Dec'tare that people who can't handle pills have no 
business taking them. Note that the original 

Dorothy ~as blonde. \t\lhen one of your. band 
mates says, "What do you · 

mean, 'the original Dorothy?'" stare at him until 
he looks away. 

Mutter, "You Americans are illiterate." Decide 
you're sick of New York. Woqder where to go. 

It doesn't matter where you go. You were born to 
be a star! What is monstrous in three dimensions ·is 
mystique in two. Your Luftwaffe nightmares are 
other girls ' glamour dreams! 

Take Quaaludes while you fill the tub with cold 
water. Order ice from room service and pour it into 
the tub. Climb in and sihk down. Try to-feel like 
Ophelia in the pre-Raphaelite painting. Feel, 
instead, like a big pe.arl onion floating in a cocktail. 
Wake up inat St. Vincent's Hospital. 

Nightstand reading: The Wizard of Oz by L. Frank 
Baum. Cha.pter 20,. -"The Dainty China Country." 
"Before therrt was a great stretch of country having 
a floor as smooth and shini~g and white as the bot
tom of a big platter. Dorothy met a most beautifully 
dressed young princess. She ran after her, but the 
china gir l cried out, 'Don't chase me! Don't chase 

·me!"' 
Cut your foot on a piece of shrapnel. Be seven 

when this happens. Examine ·the wound. Notice the 
blood seeping out and the red flesh that is 
reveqled. Realize that you are not a china girl. Go 
into shock. Never recover. 
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Top: Indians fishing at Celilo Falls, Oregon, ca. 1927-1932. Photograph by Ben]amin Markham. Bottom: Indians fishing at Celilo Falls prior to 1933. Photograph 
by Elite Studio. Images courtesy of Tom Robinson. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
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to believe history is everything that ever happene9, 
an indifferent or neutral deposit of events, yet with 
photographs you' either have to-scope out the whole · 
range, leaving riothing behind, or curate with focus. 
A one-m.:m operation, such as Robinson's, probably 
allows the flt)xible quirks of sensibility to shape a 
collection. His living room 'is the cozy, infonnal 
museum of a man at home with his odd passions. 
Everything in it, from sofas to ashtrays, is 'salvaged. 
Instead of a television and VCR, there's an 8 mil
lim(;'!ter projector and cans of film on the shelf. This 
keen eye for neglect ljkely paves the way for 
serendipitous finds. He once dreamed that he'd 
score a bunch of pictures on Celilo Fall~ and, head
ing to an estate sale the next morning, did just 
that. 

The real art of America is the Hoover Dam, the 
John Hancock building, the Boeing plant in 
Everett-big things, hugely scaled things, colossi · 
that alter and rework the landscape. We put our 
stamp on space the way a painter strokes acrylic 
onto a canvas, and in a very real sense land is the 
raw m?terial for our artistic monuments. The dams 
we build alter rivers, altered rivers ruin habitat, 
and rJ,Iined habitat displaces whole peoples and 
species-'it's like an environmen-tal impasto, each 
jab of the brush or knife leaving a scar on the lan9. 
And so,-back to Walter Benjamin: "The authentici
ty of a thing is the essence of all ·that is transmiss
able from its beginning, ranging from its substan
tive durati'on to its testimony to the history which it 
has experienced." Perhaps no country in the world 
puts so little stock in the idea of dJ,Iration as ours, 
but Benjamin's words-authenticity, essence, testi
mony, history-speak to the artistic dimension and 
value of an archivist's work, the r~storation and 
binding of a culture's aura to time, re-establishing a 
unique existence. Here, it's the land we have to 
authenticate, arid for that, time itS'elf needs a 
locale. · 

For his work in this regard, Tom Robins.on should 
probably receive a laureateship in something, the 
Whatever Laureate. He is presently busy with a 
book on Celilo Falls, now buried but once, as every
one knows, the greatest fishing spot in the region, 
perhaps in the world: and the s!te of a village con
tinuously inhabited for ten thousand years. The vil
lage populatiol! is, today, seventy-one, and that 
stretch of once-turbulent water, white and churn
ing, shot with misty rainbows and rigged with scaf
folding, now ·poke_s along as tc;~mely as the 
Mississippi. Pros like Ray Atkeson snapped the 
shots I remember from seventh-grade Northwest 
history, but there's something about them, a lack of 
strangeness, that undercuts their radical power 
with an overlay of the familiar and quaipt. They're 
important, of course, but in the end they're too pic
torial and genial to disturb-postcard stuff. 
Robinson says professional photographers tend~d 
to take the same pictures, over and over; they were 
doing a job and their work was limited to their 
mQtivations. I would argue, too, that these pros 
were probably taking pictures of pictures, seeing 
what others had seen before them, forgoing the raw 
moment. But with pr~per positioning their work 
might come to life again, stunning us. 

Photos from amateurs will likely fill in the nee: 
essary gaps, Robinson says, especially in 'recreating 
a sense of that ancient village. They didn't know 
what to shoot, bringing an untrained eyfC to the pic
tured scene. You can imagine a horde of goofballs 
with cameras, unabashedly firing away, all the 
poorly framed, poorly lit, poorly focused pictures, 
all the accidents of intent, an ii:tcredible volume of 
anonymous work that will, in Robinson's book, 
make vivid a time and place that was sold off for 
cheap power, ensuring that, in the future, or at . 
least the foreseeable future, we could live any• 
where we pleased. ' 
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Hi, I'm an artist and I need some advice. I had a 
show at this gallery in town that I like. Some of my 
art was sold and I wonder when or how I get paid 
for my .stuff. My show was a while ago and I have 
asked but ,still no money my way?.I feel a little 
gyped [sic] ~ Any suggestions????? I need to pay my 
bills! 

-Delicate Flower 

Dear Delicate .F lower, 

· This is unfortunately a consistent problem all 
over .the world. You should certainly ask the dealer 
in person about: . 

a. Who bought the work 
b. What th,e terms of the sale were 
c. Whether they have been paid in full yet 
d. Where the art is (if it is in the client's posses-

sion it is likely that the · 
deale~ has been paid) · 
e. When you can realistically expect payment 

(partial or full) 1 

Try to be firm and understanding. It is often 
hard to get collectors to do what they say they will, 
and the dealer himseif may be waiting.'You should 
have an agreement with your dealer about when 
and how you will be paid for sales, a·nd you should 
know who owns your work. 

Best, 
. Stu-ART 

I just moved to Portland from Santa Cruz, 
California. I make room-size installations (at least 
20' x 20') that map historical battle scenes with 
materials such as cardboard, yarn, and resin
encased bacteria. I certainly want to work with a 
gallery here· in town. Can you explain to me the 
various options, the difference between, say, Mark 
Woolley and Savage? I want the best. 

-Ellen 

Your work sounds great, I'd love to see it. I do 
not want to presume which dealer would be.int~r- .-L 
esned in what yoq are doing. I'm' always 'amazed . 
when someone tells me," "You should see this show,-

We've got the anthem. Who's 
got the answer? . · 
Red76 International Arts Group Exhibition 2003 

On March 13, 2003, the Red76 Arts Group will 
host "I've got an ariswer I I've got an antheni
International Arts Group Exposition 2003" (IAE) at 
the Laurelhurst Theater. The IAE will be the 
largest gathering of independent arts groups ever 
assembled, at lea~t in these postmodern times, and 
will generally serve as a meet-and-greet for these 
different groups and as an opportunity to see what 
this art movement is all about. A few dozen nation
al and international collectives, including 
Superflex, Beige and TemporaJ;Y Services will 
either be in attendance or represented by videos, 
zines or other fmms of documentary ephemera 
thrqughout the theater. A handful of arts groups 
will be sending along projects aimed at the commu
nity at large- printing posters to be wheatpasted 
acr.oss town, or in the case of Chicago's Temporary 
Services, passing out transistor radios and broad- · 
casting an "audio relay" via mobile transmitter. 
Mor.e typically, however, one can expe_ct to traipse 
the theaters of l.aurelhurst and stumble upon mon
itor after monitor of animation and videos of pub
lic happenings and to be inundated with zines and 
fliers. I am partiqllarly looking forward to the IAE 
because, despite my research and talks with Red76 
curator Sam Gould about the event, some aspects 
of the art group trend don't quite add up in my 
brain. Or more precisely, the rhetoric of the move
ment doesn't jive with the practice. 

In the January 19 edition of the New York Times, 
Holland Cotter presented "Doing Their Own Thing, 
Making Art Together," ·a profile of the burgeoning 
arts group movement. In a nutshell, young artists, 
mostly in their 20s, are getting out of school and 
finding themselves disillusioned with the art 
world/market, and are taking matters into their 
own hands. "Doing their own thirtg" involves pro
ducing their own exhibits in "nontraditional" ven
ues, such as basements, street corners, and the 
Internet, making their own publications, and creat
ing an art environment and community in which 
they can continue to grow, exist and converse. 
Finding strength in numbers, many of these artists 
put their heads together, come up with a rock 'n' 
roll-sounding nam~ for themselves, and frequently 
begin to make art as a team. Portland boasts a 
number of such groups, such Red76, charm 
bracelet, Collective Jyrk, and countless others who 
are probably just uniting. 

Cotter's angle is that, as in the 1960s, social tur
bulence and the ,threat of nuclear annihilation are 
resulting in an artistic and political counterculture. · 
But I asked Gould if it wasn't true that many of 
these collectives existed prior to September 11, 
when Clinton was in office-and all that most of us 
saw were sunny days ahead. What fear and unrest 
were they banding against then? I remained uncon
vinced when Gould brought iip late Cold War anxi
ety from elementary school. 
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it's just your kind of thing." What kind of thing is · 
that? I'm interested in monochrome painting, pt;Jb
lic art, expressionism, erotic dra,vings, robotics, and 
raku. While many dealers here have a tried and 
true sensibility, they are also open to being 
"wowed" and who knows how they might resP,ond. 
Market (or lack of one) forces make them particu
larly attentive to what work might be of interest to 
their collectors. Having been a dealer, I can tell you 
that believing In someone's work and being able to 
sell it are not the same thing. Dealers have rent to 
pay invites to print, insurance premiums, and some-· 
times wine. in those little plastic cups. Artists have 
studio bills and material costs, slides to sh'oot and 
Web sites to launch. They each do the best they 
can. 

But for starters, does size matter? Yes·, and ' 
Savage, Liz Leach, Mark Woolley, Laura Russo, 
Pulliam Deffenbaugh, and Butters could install 
your work comfortably. Augen, Froelick, Duckier, 
and PDX could accommodate mid-size works, 
maquettes, or preparatory drawings: How do you 
cho'ose or how do they choose you? Get to know 
these people, see what they show, talk to their ' r''"' 

artists . What are their personalities like? Motherly, 
mopey, optimistic, cool? How-many red dots -do you 
se~ on their price lists? . 

Don't forget that there are opportunities with 
Linda Tesnei· at Lewis & Clark and Terri Hopkins at 
·Marylhurst and whoever will be the new curator at 
Reed. There's the Feldman Gallery at PNCA or the 
Littman at PSU. These university galleries have 
space, curious curators, and often a small budget 
for catalogs. These catalogs can help yoU' attract 
dealers here and elsewhere. 

Or you can get together with friends and do a 
show in a warehouse, a store, a backyard,' your car. 
A lot of the power rests, with you. Remember the _. 
show that Damien Hirst organized with his pals in 
_London several years ago? The one that launched 
the whole YBA wave? 

Have you sent in materials for the Oregon 
Biennial at PAM"? Checked out the application 
deadlines at RACC? Joined Harrell Fletcher's book 
club at the PICA resource room? Have you met Jeff 
Jahn? 

It may also be worth looking for out-of-to'l't'n ven
ue's that exhibit art on your: specific subject, battle · 
scenes. For example, the University of Illinois 
recently announced a call for artworks about "ter
rorism, poverty, environmental protection, privacy, 
racism, ciru liberties, drugs and reproductive 
rights" for an exhibit called "Ready for War," · 
which is up in their museum and posted on their 
website (http://www.universitygalleries.com) 
through March 18. 

A11 Internet search shows that you still have time 
to submit a proposal for "Civil War," an exhibition 
at the artist-run gallery Eyeclopes Studio in 
Fredericksburg Virginia. The curators have request
ed artwork representing the Civil War. "GeneralS,. 

, Majors, and Battles, classical and modern interpre
tatiqns welcome." See www.eyeclopes.com for more 
information. · 
~ !' wish you the best ·of lutk: ·•'-'·" • · M .... • - ···-·· 

Stu-ART 

More. commonly, market forces are blamed for 
the surge in independent art groups. Frustrated 
with their inability to. achieve mainstream success 
in the traditional gallery market, the artists' alter
native was to create their own system of exhibi
tions. Th~s is nothing new, with some obvious prece
dents being Hallwalls Gallery in New York, the 
Salon des Refuses in 19th-centuiy Paris, or the 
Zurich Dada movement ninety years ago. There is 
no arguing that there will be more artists than 
there are venues to showcase their v;ork, but what's 
curious about this go-round is the adamant cry of 
taking art to the public, even when the results are 
invariably returned to the art world. The IAE press 
release procla_irris "(Arts groups) are the public's 
most accessible outlet for contemporary thought 
and practice in the arts." But a look at the atten
dance figures for the Portland Art Museum's cur
rent Impressionist show might deflate this idea. 
Though their forays into the public sphere are less 
antisocial than were, for example, those of Vito 
Acconci, who followed strangers on the street until 
they fled into. private buildings, these groups are 
no more taking art to the masses than he was. The 
only people who will likely show up for IAE are 

·· people already interested in art, who read The 
Organ or the art section of the newspaper and regu
larly attend fine <~rt events. There's nothing wrong 
with that, but it d'oesn't sync up with this utopian, 
egalitarian ideal. 

Instant Coffee is a Toronto-based group of 
artists, writers, and curators that produces exhibits, 
books, CD-ROMs and posters in an attempt to · 
bridge the gap between "studio and exhibition" 
practice. Their bio states, "It [Instant Coffee] want
e<;l to offer. its community a public place of prac
_tice, where ideas, materials and actions could be 

. explored outside of the isolated studio and away 
from formal exhibition structures." I believe the 
key wo~d in this mission. is "its" community, sug
gesting a loose organization of like-minded artists, , 
rather than "the" community, suggesting everyone 
sharing the same area code. This is a more realistic 
approach- a peer-to-peer sho~case is easier to 
swallow than the idea of them breaking down the 
walls and reaching the Big Fat Greelc Wedding audi-

. ence. On the everit of a major exhibition, Instant 
Co-ffee member Rosemary Heather wrote: 
"Ironically, performing in the space of an estab

"lished art institution like the Art Galleiy of Ontario 
gav.e us access t~ a broader audience than we could 
ever get to attend our other events." That's ironic? 
Of course showing your work in the Art Gallery of 
Ontario.will expose your work more than a one
night party at the local Shriner's hall. 

The most encouraging evidence that -my doubts 
are totally off-base here came from A Secret· 

. Locatio,i on the Lower East Side, a book about the 
mimeograph revolution in the poetry.world that 

· occurred in the 1960s and '70s. The approaches of 
the Black Mountain School, City Lights, ·and the 
first-generation New York School sound remarkably 
similar to the best of what I hear in the art collec· · 
tive movement. Poets like Ted Berrigan, Ron 

· Padgett,-and Anne Waldman pegan to revolt 
against the established poetry system, printed their 

PLEASE SEE ANTHEM (JN PAGE SIX 
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AntiHitler Superstar 
The Art of Kurt Cobain and Adolf Hitler 

By Tim Appelo 

Like mos,t major revolutionaries, the y came, from 
the provincial peripheries of the empire, remote 
from and rejected by the center of the traditional 
culture they would upenq. Each had a troubled 
relationship with an irascible dad, and despite 
signs of extreme artistic inclinations, dropped out 
after sketchy schooling. Each won global fame by 
screaming eloquently and binding previously 
unc'onnected strands of popular culture in an idio-

, syncratic new form via innovative media technolo
gies. Both succumbed to drugs, fame, power and 
their .own myth. Both committed double suicide, 
poison followed by a gunshot to the head. And both 
shared a common calling most people don't realize 
that each conceived as his core identity: they were 
artists. 

Kurt Cobain and Adolf Hitler were also oppo
sites, in ways that shed light on the work of each. 
Two important new books, Kurt Cobain's Journals 
and Frederic Spotts' Hitler and the Power of 
Aesthetics, make a fascinating study in contrasts: 
Each could barely contain his own contradictions. 
Hitler was "a dual personality, [a] rather gentle 
artist .and [a] homicidal maniac," says an eyewit
ness Spotts quotes. Substitute "suicidal," and you 
describe Cobain. Both were impelled to art by their 
righteous hatred of humanity; but where Cobain · 
also had morpid. empathy with humanity, Hitler felt 
none. Cobain used pens, guitars, violent imagery 
and MTV to express his raging vision of a new 
world; Hitler used Speer's architecture, 
Riefenstahl's film, his own sketches of symbol
laden imagery and actual v~olence. Hitler said, 
"Fate made me the sculptor of Germany"-his 
medium ~as flesh and stone, his artist's tools prop
aganda and the camps, terror and technology. He 
spent every dime on art and drew up plans to res
culpt humanity and line Europe with Totenburgen, 
"castles of death," enormous conical citadels hous
ing his war dead. Spotts says Hitler's risky, instinc
tive blitzkrieg tactics were aesthetic payback: "the 
triumph of creativity over orthodoxy .. . of the failed 
painter over the artistic pedarits of the Vienna 
Academy of Fine Arts." 

Both made art continually from' early childhood, 
keeping mayhem at bay: young Hitler sketching at 
his mother's bedside as she died in cancer agony 
and poring over grandiose plans for an all-Europe 
art gallery as the Russians closed in on him; 
teenage Cobain coping with a family tradition of 
self-slaughter by making songs and images of birth, 
death, decay and persecution. 

Both filled their sketchbooks with swastikas and 
complex, ideologically charged visions, but with a 
difference. For Hitler, the swastika was an emblem 
of Aryan superiority; for .Cobain, it represented 
Naziism, and all conservative phenomen~, from the 

- -

Dear Diary; 

JANUARY 

Thursday the.9th. Went to the Everett Station lofts 
and liked the show at Michael Oman-Reagan's all-instal
lation Field Gallery. Portland newcomer Edie Tsang's 

I 

KKK to· high-school football to the U.S. military to 
anyone who contended that heroin addicts are not 
fit parents. His Journals are full of scary images, 
like a lynched GI wearing camouflage and a foot
ball helmet; and the. most-repeated phrase in the 
book, linked to the "Teen Spirit" video and violent 
drawings, is "Revolutionary debris litters the floor 
of Wall Street." 

Hitler used to ecstatically visualize New York 
burning, only he took i t literally. Cobain -was think
ing metaphorically: he wanted to destroy crass com
mercial music culture a:o.d replace it with an ideal 
punk culture in·spired by Oly,mpia's dotty utopi
anism: "I'm going to fucking destroy your macho, 
sadistic, sick right wing, religiously abusive opin
ions . ... Before I die many will die wi:th me and they 
will deserve it. See you in hell Love Kurqt Kobain 
Thanks for. the tragedy I need it foJ my ar t." He 
expressed this in video treatments, which the 
Journals reveal to be elaborately visually thought
out. When he draws an angry gun,man on a rooftop 
blasting away at a neo-Nazi parade, he's not making 
plans, lik.e Hitler preparing to mow down the SA; 
it's a metaphor, like tlie image of the little girl 
whose KKK hat blows away on the righteous punk 
winds of change in his ske~ch for the "Heart 
Shaped Box" video. He did, threaten people with 
death, but it was just to scare them out of intruding 
on his life by writing about him. 

Though his drawing wa~ technically su.perior to 
Cobain's,_Hitler's visual aJ;"t was bad, mostly boring
ly conventional landscapes and surprisingly accu
rate sketches of buildings. Hitler could sketch 
faces, but not the human figure; Cobain was the 

· opposite. Cobain'sjournais.often look like what a 
modestly promising tenth-grade art student might 
scribble on his Pee-Chee to while away algebra 
class . His cartoons are crude both in their language 
and their line, though they're· of psychological 
interest, r.eplete with murder, rape, bursting heads 
and excrement. Hitler. sketched cute ail.imals, pret
ty scenes, banal architectural grandeur. 

More interesting are Cobain's self-portraits, col
lages, and notes for rock videos. There are two self
portraits in the journals; another can be glimpsed 
in the underrated documentary Kurt & Courtney. 
Cobain, who was ashamed of his ill, skinny 

· physique, took it out on himself in these portraits 
of emotional and physical emaciation. His pre-faine 
self-portniit (seen in the film) expresses self-con
tempt; his post-fame sketches-(seen in the journals) 
show a lacerating contempt for his heroic image, 
the media types who hawk it, and the rubes who · 
buy it. -

The rock video sketches revisit a thenie seen in 
the pre-fame self-portrait-trees that reach out 
toward the skeletal Cobain-man with sinister ten
tacular tendrils, enclosing him. His magnum opus 
of visual art, the "Heart Shaped Box" video, fea
tures a crucified skinny old man (in part a self-por
trait, in part a reference to William Burro'ughs, who 
he wanted to cast in the video) and a tree creature 
Cobain got from Dante's Inferno, via a 1935 Spencer 
Tracy,movie by that name. In. the poem, Dante . , . 
enters the-circle·tif h·el1 devoted· to suicides, finds, a 

wall mural made from collaged magazine clippings 
, (women's.legs and arms, cars, handbags, hair, etc.) was 
grotesquely fascinating; its branching structure, like a spi
dery mineral vein or decaying web, suggested both uncon
trolled profusion and a settling of sorts, as if into a fer
mented or c;:tlcified substance that could ultimately be 
reclaimed. They were oddly similar to collages I spied in 
Paige Saez' studio later that month, made from clippings 
of women's legs and arms, jeweli:y, and so forth, all cov
ered in cell6>phane tape, .that seemed to point to a similar 
way out of consumption-based identity. . 

Saturday the 11th. A reading/performance by the 
Seattle Research Institute hosted by The Lecture Series 
<tt a secret location in Old Town (caveat: I'm a member of 
TLS). The three public intelle.ctuals from the Emerald 
City- Charles Tondere Mudede (known to many for his 
"Police Beat" column in Th e Stranger), Diana George, and 
Nic Ve~oli- perplexed and provoked with a team reading 

Untitled drawing by Storm Tharp 

tree, ang sn ap s o'ff a twig. The twig bleeds and t.\l.e 
tree cries out in pain-it's a human turn ed into a 
tree as God's punishmen t . Th e trees are also a 
threatening presence: C~bain- was deeply influ- 1 

enced by The Wizard of Oz, a nd I believe the trees 
in his art draw something of the ir menace from the 
woods that terrified Dorothy. 

Cobain's best ske tches remind me of George 
Grosz in their disgust with society. I t's not -so much 
a literal graphic influence- r don't kn ow whe.ther 
the a r t teacher interviewed in Kurt & Courtney ever 
introduced him to Grosz's work-but there's a com
mon sensibility and a vagu ely similar look. Hitler 
abhorred Grosz's ilk, and sought to impose health 
upon art and thereby upon civilization. He famous
ly associated moP,ernist art with disea se. 

Disease was absolute ly central to Cob a in's aes-

rhetic. In Kurt & Courtney, his first girlfriend, Tracy 
Marande r, notes that he was a1ways fascinated with 
nature's grossness. He filled their home with ba.by 
dolls he'd half-melted in the oven and m a de col
lages,of medica l textb ook illustrations luridly 
depicting afflictions of the vagina. The In Utero CD 
jewelbox fe atures a collage of fetal model p ar ts he 
made on the flo or. He on ce invited a friend to 
admire the glistening effect of a p ain ting on which 
he had just ej acula ted. The son g "In Bloom" cap
tures his loving revulsion for n ature and it s process-
es. . 

Cobain made something vital out of the morbidi
ty he cultiva ted: H itler 's aesthetic of health caused 
death, and the death of a rt. Yet both had vast sue~. 
cess in the art form of thei r time tha t combined all 
the other arts: political opera in Hitler's case, rock 
shows (filme d a nd otherwise) in Cobain's. Hitler's 

' 'Vfhole~care'er was a-mutant Wagn"er opera:-Cobain 

of their "aphoristic public history of the secret." The 
main idea: while you seek protection from the govern
ment's prying eyes in these Ashcroftian times, also be 
wary of simplistic value's regarding privacy, since it was 
probably the state that taught you those values in the . 
first place. During the Q&A, the ubiquitous Bob Wilcox 
stood and proclaimed himself a "Jeffersonian," arguing 
that the American govern ment holds no power bm that 
directly bequea thed to it by the people and would never 
hurt us, or something. The cool-headed Mike Wilder chal
lenged the SRI's blurring of the distinc tion between the 
regimes of Ashcroft and Stalin (the point was taken,-if I 
remember correc'tly) . It was cold, the Q&A abbreviated. 
All in all , Mudede's hurried warm-up reading was more 
textured, juicy, and well-received, leading a tour of 
African-American TV sitcoms since "The Jeffersons" (the 
other ones) and a dazzling dissection of a scene in the 
film Ghost Dog in which Forest Whitaker roams the gheftO 
to a soundtrack by, uh; RZA (?). Mudede described the 
scene as a layering of two nostalgias, the song's for the 
lost splendors of ancient Africa against the viewer's for 
the unspoiled ruins of America's urban ghettos, which he 
argued have been all but washed out by waves of gentrifi
cation that. push the urb~n poor to the suburbs. 

Sunday the 12th. David Eckard's giant sculptures at 
·Marylhurst U's Art Gym, assembled from constructed and 
·found wood, metal,'and falJric parts, evoked flowers, 
industrial/agricultural machines, and torture/pleasure 
devices. Blending Keinholz Nair, Little Shop of Horrors 
Grotesque, and echt-Eckard gay farm boy fantasy, the 
show was also a Matthew Barney-type set pi~ce for a later 
performance (see February 9th entry). His large charcoal 
drawings, meanwhile, set fantas tic organic forms (evoca
tive-of fe tuses, sex organs, Sumo wrestlers, or whatever 
was on your mind) inside matte painted grounds. More of 
those showed at PDX Gallery. Everyone was all ga-ga over 
them, but they were a little aggressive for my tastes. 

Friday the 17th. Saw the last day of LoveLake's Big 
show before proprietor Eva Lake temporarily closeq her 
doors to spend time painting and completing an ar t histo
ry degree- Sad: she 's the most engagee gallerist in town, a 
proper hostess who's free with anecdotes but never heavy
handed interpretations. The sweet spot of Big was a small, 
meticulously painted landscape wi th rooster, everything 
bathed in rose-colored light (Cock-a-doodle-doo), by 
Astorian artist and painting restorationist Thomas McKay. 
But for 'two spring shows-Le Happy owner and Gallery 
333 denizen Joqn Brodie, followed by Eva herself
LoveLake's doors will remain closed throt,~gh the summer. 

Later that evening at Disjecta, the performances by 
militant activists Ed Mead and Splitting the Sky were 
stunning. Organized by a consortium of anarchists and 
prisoners' ri ghts activists, the event starred Mead of 
Seattle's George Jackson Brigade, the group whose early 
1970s attempts to overthrow the government and bring 
power to the people were financed with bank robbe;ries; 
and Splitting the Sky, aka Dejacawea, Doc, John Boncore, 
or John Hill, one of the participants in the epic-propor
tioned Attica Prison Revolt (1971) plus two successful 
Native American uprisings that included an upstate New 
York land-grab from the Rockefeller family (while he was 
on bail for killing a guard at Attica. Quote: "I happened 
to get involved with 400 Mohawk warriors") and the 1995 
Gustafson Lake standoff in Canada. My meager research 
efforts haven' t confirmed whether either guy is entirely 
for real, but both were utterly convincing. If Splitting the 
Sky~s yarn -holds, Ridley Scott should buy the rights to his 
life story, the terrors of which begin with his father's 
death from chemical inhalation in a Buffalo rubber plant; 
followed by the children's forced removal to white foster 
homes and, in StS's case, a home run by brutally abusive 
priests and nuns; then a term of street punkery, politiciza
tion br~d by the Vietnam protest movement, imprison
ment, and the historic rebellions; and end with him 
shilling for gas money to an audience of white anarchist 
kids in an old Black Mason hall , bedecked in a leather 
motorcyCle jacket, tin ted shades, and a long mane of hair 
that he flaunted with a terrible gravity . .By the end of the 

had ari opera stage designer's eye-the colors, can-
. dies, and all those funereal lilies in the MTV 
Unplugged concert were his idea all the way. He 
art directed Nirvana's entire visual project, from 
the flail*ng hair in the solarized photo oii the cover 
of Bleach to the staging of his suicide. As a teen, he 
made a movie, "Kurt Commits Bloody Suicide"; 
staging his, penultimate suicide attempt in Rome, 
he wrote a note comparing himself to Hamlet, 
whom he obs~ssively raved about in nonfatal 
stoned soliloquys. 

Cobain once murdered a cat and laughed about 
it, but his violence was largely self-directed. His art 
is about vengeance, like Hitler's, but it's mostly a 
victim's defiance unto death, akin to beheaded 
degenerate~art'student Sophie Scholl of the White 
Rose resistance, or the subversive prisoners who 
installed the "b" upside down in "Arbeit Macht 
Frei," the logo on Auschwitz's gate. 

What his imagination did share with Hitler's was 
an absolutist fatalism, like a willful sleepwalken on 
a tightrope, and an angry, dreamy aestheticization 
of death. Each imposed a personal mood on the 
world. Spotts' words about Hitler sound like they 
could be describing Cobain: "He might spend days 
in a near trance-like state, dozing like a crocodile 
in the mud of t he Nile, and then suddenly erupt in 
frenetic activity:" In concert, both "induced a 
mood akin to inebriation," exploiting "the effec
tiveness of repeating rote phrases to instill a 
trance-like mood." Hitler was more like a rock star 
than a debater: his words were not rational but 
imagistic, and one witness says their effect 
depended on paradoxes that remind me of Nirvana 
lyrics: "The pompous and the nebulous, brutality 
and innocence; these are what gave his speeches 
such resonance." 

Both Cobain and Hitler amaze us with a triumph 
of the will of instinct. But art requires more than 
will; the instinct must be true. In art though not in 
life, Cobain passed Scott Fitzgerald's test of a first
rate intelligence:·" the ability to hold two opposed 
ideas in mind at the same time and still retain the 
ability to function." Hitler was largely unfunction
al, mostly jl!-St incredibly lucky, and he cl\;ltched 
monomaniacally at one mindless idea to the end. 
His innocence was jive, the brutality real .. In the 
erid, it was all about will, not any ideas at alL 
Hitler, elp.bracing an inhumanly simplistic vision, 
negated art. Wh'en he was rising from pennile ss 
artist to dictator, the joke about him was that h~ 
was a faux Schopenhauer-instead of representing 
Schopenhauer's Die Welt als Willen und Idee (the 
world as will and idea), Hitler was all about Die 
Welt als Willen ORNE Idee (the world as will with
out idea). Cobain's brain teetn.eci .with pairs of con-· 
tradictory ideas dancing in tandem: innocence and 
corruption, loud and soft sound, childlike simplici
ty and arcane complication, love and hate, ugliness 
and beauty. Hitler's art amounts to nothing but the 

' Autobahn. Cobain's art embraces everything 
human, and it lasts. 

evening, the whole room was on its feet, clapping and 
chanting. (The thing is, who could play him?) As, for 
Mead, after a bank robbery that went sour in a failed · 
hostage-taking attempt ("I wasn't gonna kill him; I was 
just gonna shoot his knee cap out"), he ended up in Walla 
Walla prison ("Needless to say, because we had bombed 
the Department of Corrections [to prote&t conditions at 
Walla Walla], I was well-received by the prisoners there "). 
In prison, he helped lead a 47-day strike to protest living 
conditions, withstanding punishment by food poisoning
"P.urex in the coffee and soap flakes in the mashed-pota
toes"-and worked to educate the men about sexism and. , I 

homophobi.a, bringing a temporary end to rape amongst 
the prisoners. "Once Walla Walla was tamed, we set 
about the process of trying ·to escape," using rectally 
stashed files and hacksaws to hew keys, knives, and primi
ti;ve guns. Mead continues to work for prisoner's rights. 
For more information on both men, see wWw.radical· 
press.com/interviews/splitting_:sky.html and www.thes
tranger. com/1999-1 0-14/ci ty2 .h tml 

On the 25th, the program that Tim puRoche curated 
for Red76 Arts Collective's Bits a nd Pieces brunch series, 
hosted by Disjecta, was more than you'd expect for a slid
ing scale donation on a Sunday afternoon, and the eggs 
were pretty good, too. The eye-popper was dancer/chore
ographer Linda K. Johnson's simultaneous perfmmance 
of and lecture on Yvonne Rainier' s seminal postrnodern 
dance, .which has a name. As Johnson, in platform sneak
ers, performed the sometimes awkward series of steps, 
lunges, arm swings, and' balancing acts, she explained 
that Rainier's vision was to excise artistic ego and expres
siveness from dance, eliminating music and other narra
tive impulses and turning it into a practice between archi
tecture and meditation. Johnson, one of a handful of stew
ards entrusted to perform and teach the master choreog
rapher's work, then opened the hatches on a recording of 
"In the Midnight Hour" and danced the piece while 
attempting- as directed by Rainier-to 'ignore the music. 
It was wowing, funny, and masterful. Artist-musician 
DuRoche and mates made .winsm;ne, ear-bending improv 
jazz with toys; drums, voice , and wind instruments. The 
whole program was impressively spirited, challenging, 
uncondescending, and unselfconscious about its hokey 
avant-garde roots. 

Probably around January 27th I saw Buffalo, N.Y. , 
artist/architect Frank Fantauzzi' s massive "book" on dis
play at PNCA's Feldman Gallery, which immortalized in 
hinged bronze pages a partial timeline of Buffalo's civic 
history, along with reliefs .of impm:tant Buffalo buildings. 
As monumentally impressive an object as it was, it didn't 
tell much of a story, especially since you couldn't move 
the pages; I couldn't help thinking of it as something 
Richard Serra's seventh-grade son might make to get out 
of writing a paper for his social studies term project. If 
that seems unfair,1 can only blame rpy reactionary preju
dice against book arts. And text art in general. And to a 
lesser extent poetry. Tile aestheticization of the written 
word grosses me out, I can't explain why; I'm sure I'm· 
wrong. On the other hand, Fantauzzi's site-specific sculp
tural interventions; documented in photographs !tung in 
the gallery, were inspiring. Clearly, he's into big, heavy, 
physically improbable art-dismantling a house and pil-
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I think I want to be alone. 
Aaron Franquero 2003 

Aaron Franquero welcomes visitors. Pgr 503-818-0172 

Those interested in exhibiting/curating for make do can contact makedoart@yahoo.com . . 
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back by becoming a volunteer, until his increasing
ly expert responsibilities made him a natural for 
the -Director slot that predecessor Rebecca Gilbert 
gave up late last year. Gilbert, who helped found 
the center to bring isolated zine publishers into 
more direct communication with each other, will 
stay involved as a volunteer while focusing more 
attention on her business, StumP,town Printers. 
Having built a solid organization that accomplishes 
much with little money, she has left de Ocampo 
with the tough question of how to grow from here. 

IPRC's facilities are modest, richer in love than . 
capital. In the print shop are four platen presses 
dating from the second through fourth decades of 
last century, along with the type, leading, slugs, etc. 
to fill them. None can print an image larger than a 
post card·(though a box of work samples shows this 
need n~t be an obstacle to beautiful effects). In a· 
room that seems to serve as both conference area 
and de Ocampo's office is a tired old photocopier, 
soon to replaced V{ith 'a faster one. For members; 
copies are three cents a page, half of what Kinko's 
charges. The computer room houses four terminals, 
including a Power Mac G4 and a couple of iMacs, all 
linked to the Internet and loaded with publishing 
and design software, along with a color scanner and 
CD burner. The library just moved from a cramped 
corner near the entrance door to a spare but 
aomey, newly carpeted and painted room with big, 
street-facing windows. In it, three severl-foot book
shelves hold what must be one of the world's 
largest collections of zines in plastic magazine 
holders labeled "Games," "Health," "Comics," 
"How-To," "Music," "Politics," "Personal," Prose," 
"Poetry," "Transportation," "Women," and so forth. 
Currently, the -center's budget is "somewhere in the 
$40,000's," says de Ocampo, $12,000 of which goes 
to-his half-time salary (for what he admits are more 
than half-time hours). 

The near-full capacity I witnessed during my 
visit on. a typical Tuesday afte.rnoon made me won
der how much more traffic IPRC can handle before 
it must expand again'; and how much it can expand 
without more paid staff, professional fundraising 

CLASSIFIEDS WORTH READING 

EVENTS & CLASSES 

HOUSE OF .STYLE TRUNK SALE featuring 11 
Portland designers. Check out new apparel and 
accessories after the Fashion Incubator show! Sat 
March 22 from 1-5 + Sun March 23 11-5, 408 SW 
2nd Ave, Suite 505. 

BUSINESS & ORGANIZATIONS 

SUSANSTARS SPRING HANDBAGS AND 
je'welry at Seaplane, Galore Department Store, 
Lulu's Vintage, motel+ susanstars .. com. Spring 
clothes for men+ women coming soon, too! 

and other changes that would fundamentally alter 
its identity, not to mention erase myths about 
secret doors. There are no easy answers, but one 
model that's worth a mention is what's perhaps the . 

. IPRC's most inconspicuous resource: the zine cata
log, created and maintained by volunteer librarian 
Greig Means. Means, who has a Masters in library 
sciences and publishes the very periodical ,;Zine 
Librarian Zine;" designed a fully searchable online 
database for IPRC'~ holdings, which is studiously 
updated by volunteers. Along with standard bib 
record fields, the catalog contains detailed content 
notes for each item, so that a graduate student in · 
Pennsylvania can visit the catalog over the Web, do 
a keywordsearch on "knitting" or "dish washing" 
and pinpoint a trove of topically appropriate small . 
press resources. The catalog takes up no physical 
space, costs virtually nothing, doesn~t depreciate 
with use, and can' serve multiple users at once. It's 
the IPRC's most widely accessible resource and a 
monument to the kind of capital that the' center is 
flush with: volunteer labor. It seems worth ponder
ing whether such value-added-services might fit 
into a strategy for growth that doesn't put pressure 
on the center's meager. resources and intimate 
atmosphere. 

That's the pragmatic view, anyway. After all, it 
seems to me that even with more attention to out
reach, the IPRC is -likely to continue drawing its 
main sustenance from its core constituency of local 
DIY lifestyle adherents- for whom the IPRC 1-!i 
indeed a social club, in the best sense. These artist
activists will continue to ' staff the IPRC's essential 
volunteer corps, doing the sweeping and the · 
fundraising and the tireless creating of unique lit
erature. And if this ·is true, why the emphasis on 
reaching even more people? In our information-sat
urated society, do we really need more self-styled 
poets and amateur historians adding to the vol
ume? Might the IPRC's efforts b~ better spent 
adding value to the resources it has? But here's 
where the visionary gets a chance to answer the 
pragmatist. 

I asked de 'Ocampo what he sees as the IPRC's 
mission. "We're not just creating an audience-or a 
market for zines," he answered. "We're trying to 
create creators. Everyone has something to s,ay. If 
it's important to them, or to their close friends, it 
might be important to someone else. And by having 
this space, we're making spre their. voices don't dis
appear." 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4 
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own poetry, held readings mostly for one another, 
and then, forty years down the road, wound up in 
all the poetry anthologies as mainstream, historical 
benchmark figures of a certain era. Their legacy 
endures through the strength of the work, though, 
not the vehicie it drove up in. And did Waldman 
tell Penguin Publishers that she needed to stay 
underground when they offered to publish 'her col
lected poems? Obviously not. It is undeniable, 
though, that ·her involvement with the underground 
movement at the time and participation within her 
artistically marginalized peer community were 
formative in her artistic development and readied 
her for a suc·cessful solo career, one tliat will be 

videominds 
Put your slideshows and presentations on a 
custom DVD. 
info@videominds.com f 503 232 1018 

FREE STUFF 

STILL FREE TO A GOOD HOME(S) 60+ beauti
ful pineapple swordtail fl.sh. These fish are get
ting bigger by the day, and they desperately need 
new haines. Soon they will outgrow,their nursery 
tank and I may have to do the unthinkable. 
Please, won't someone out .there adopt my fish? 
alyssaisenstein@yahoo.com 

WANTED 

I'm looking for a bunch of Legos for an upcoming 

Three Lists 

By James Yu 

Pleasing things: 

1. The Sinclair aptosaurus, est. 1930. In the b~rbar
ian landscape of the West, an oasis of reptilian 
calm, the green brontosaurus pointing east, 
progress toward civilization, a saurian ambassador 
of petroleum, decency and superior customer serv
ice. 
2. Shigeru Miyamoto, general manager for 
Nintendo Co., Ltd. Progenitor of the Super Mario 
franchise. Creator of an antiseptic universe free of 
the constraints of political ambiguity, an algebra of 
Cute vs. evil-Cute, blue- and green-washed, old 
racial tensi~hs condensed i:o visions of smoothness. 
3. The giant robot game. Carrying a violin case 
home, walking home from grade schoo_l, I imagined 
myself a pilot of the giant machine that was my 
body, traveling across empty soccer field~, annihi
lating hordes of Lilliputian mech'anized soldiers 
with an array of missiles, particle beam weapons 
and lasers, an imagined set of. crosshairs scouring a 

' bland suburban landscape. Nothing can touch me. 
4. Ric Flair. Sixteen-time World Wrestling 
Champion, Flair and his Four Horsemen H~rrorized 
the wrestling world during the mid-80's with a 
strategic blend of mat skills, sadism and charisma. 
Clad in monogrammed boots and trunl4s and carry
ing aristocratic airs, Flair bested an endless array 
of challengers with the "figure-four leg lock," a 
Gordian knot of calf, knee and ankle nearly impos
sible to withstand. 
5. Smoke. It rises and floats where it has to. 
6. Wah Ming Chang, sculptor, special-effects engi
neer and prop designer responsible for many of the 
sleek, futurist designs appearing in the original 
Star Trek series. 
7. A tie. 
8. That perfect day, summer '88,.we wa~ked down
town, went to the art museum and looked at Henri 
Cartier-Bresson prints. Then later ended up at a 
rock show at somebody's house and laughed and 
sang when the police showed up. 

Things I wan,ted to be when I was younger: 

1. The Hollywood Freeway, Los Angeles (age 3) 
2. The driver of some kind of giant robot with lasers 
and crap (age 5) 
3. A comedian (age 8) 
4. A biochemist (age 9) 
5. Jacques-Yves Cousteau (age 10) 
6. Carl Sagan (age 11) 
7. An anarchist (age 13) 
8. Franz Kafka (age 16) 
9. A modernist (age 18) 
10. A drummer (age 19) 

Superheroes: 

t I '-i p /l I ( I ' • • t 

1. THE BREED: A shifting, teeming, squealing 
horde of genetically enh-anced, highly intelligent 
rats t~at swarm to form a shape-shifting, ambulato
ry colony roughly the size and shape· of a man. 
2. THE HUMAN GRILL: Interior body heat 500°, : 
skin composed of a highly durable, nonstick surface 
suitable for grilling meats, vegetables and, adver
saries. 
3. THE LIGHTS OUT KID: Hand-to-hand combat 
specialist possessing the uncanny ability to fry 
nearby incandescent and fluorescent bulbs ("OK, 
Lights Out Kid, we've got you now! No funny 
stuff ... hey! What the ... ?" "Who turned out the 
lights?"). 
4. P.P. SLOPPY: Harmless looking old hippie pos
sessing ability to accelerate processes ef decay in 
obje~ts; reducing metals to rust, rocks to sand an~ 
organic matter to putrefaction; as a result, rarely 
wears shirt, pants. 
5. DIRTY PETER: Ominous, cloaked mythologica~ 
figure travels within a flock of starlings from town 
to town, terrorizing children and young adults with 
a brutal regimen of reflection and self-examina
tion. Often accompanied by the slobbering BELLE, 
a wild hairy beast of uncertain origin known for 
skin-tight, crimson body suits and aggressive · 
snarling. , 
6. THE KITZ: Charismatic ex-governor and crim:e
fighter roams the wilderness, disappointing oppo
nents and allies alike with his libertarian aesthetic 
and centrist cautiousnes.s. Possesses superhuman , 
ability to refuse. 

more 'broadly read and widely remembered than 
any mimeographed pamphlet she produced when 
only a select few were· paying attention to her writ
ing. In other words, their DIY spirit was a catalyst 
to parlay a focused goal to the next level, not an 
end in itself. · 

All of the following makes sense to me: making 
your 'own opportunities; making your own exhibi
tions; making your own community; I_Ilaking your 
own secret handshakes if that's what you like. What 
is more troublesome .to me is when these efforts, 
which were usually born out of necessity, are codi-· 
fied into dogma. Is the DIY approach taken by 
these arts groups a means to an end, or is it the end 
itself? Red 76's rhetoric sounds like a poor college 
'student espousing the greatness of-ramen noodles. 
Just because you're forced into a stea_dy diet of it, 
that's no reason to consider steak dinner a worth
less enterprise. 

proj-ect. Yes, the colorful interlocking toys. Will 
pick up and barter for antique postcards. 
andrewdickson@earthlink.net 

Local clothing designers wanted to sell clothes 
on consignment at hip boutique. Contact 
Stephanie at 503-338-0042 or 206-779-7827. 

,CALLS FOR SUBMISSIONS 

THE LECTURE SERIES @ YE DIRTY OLDE 
Lab Shoppe seeks guest curators and presenters. 
Realize your infotainment programming ambi
tions. We provide facilities, support, audience. 
You blow their minds. For proposal submission 
guidelines, contact: committee@lectureseries.org 
503-295-7729 www.lectureseries.org. 
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ing its sorted parts in a gallery; sawing out and reassem
bling a perfect ovoid from a log cabin-sized stack of wood 
pallets; casting a van in cement in a hole exca~ated in a · 
parking lot space. Perhaps most touching were his hinged 
walls. A rectangular slab of waif is braced, cut out, and 
rot_ated 90 degrees; an architectural pirouette that gently 
transforms space. · 

Same day. The title of Brad Adkins' show at Powell's 
· Basil Hallward Gallery, Keep Moving, There's Nothing To 
See Here, begged for the obvious retorts found iii the guest 
book and set the· show's overall tone of self-denigration 
and denial. Actually, Brad (caveat: a friend and curator of 
the Organ's back-page·gallery) offered a lor to chew on, 
although he might have apologized more for the one piece 
I· really disliked, a flaccidly cute set of instructions to 
spectators for documenting and comparing holes (the· . 
kind punched in _your bedroom wall ·or your neighbor's) 
and then telling the holes about each other. The kind of 
art that gives over the art-making process to the spectator 
is tricky, I think, especially when it calls on the specfator 
to perform humiliating tasks (it's a whole genre; for sure). 
Is the artist playing therapist. or misanthrope, or both, . 
and how is this different from trying to trick a child into 
eating dirt? On the ·other hand, a piece like Dennis 
Oppenheim as a 14-year-old in Kalispell, Montana; two pho
tographs of a .Spiral]etty-like snow sculpture on a subur
ban lawn, showed Brad's propensity for attending to the 
negative spaces of everyday reality and coaxing some
thing poignant from them ·(the caption said it was a stand
in for undocumented sculptures Brad made as a teenager 
with a mower in his neighbors' overgrown yards). The 
piece that affected me most (oddly, because it felt like a 
rough draft, a little sloppy and blunt) was a sort of 
exploded painting. Sixty square, palm-sized wood blocks 
were mounted to the wall in a grid with interior margins 
of about an inch. On the front of each block, loose white 
·circles were painted on blue grounds. The circles broke 
apart whereve_r they met an edge, and the sides o£ each 
block were painted red. The effect was a butchered view 

. of the sky. I liked it because it worked against expecta
tions. The red. was blood, but also the opposite of blood: a 
seal that repaired and reclaimed something broken. The 
blue was an exploded archipelago instead of a field. The 
pattern of circles was systematically disrupted. The whole 
thing could have been refined, but I liked the impulse to 
interrogate objecthood 
(painting/sculpture/body/view/etc.) and patterning. I 
always wonder, given the freedom to do what you want to 
do here in the "provinces," why so many young artists' 
choose to make bad paintings that replay tired old argu
ment,s. God, it's annoying. Cheers to Brad for searching 
wide and deep for meaning and relevance. 

FEBRUARY 

Sunday ti;te 2nd. Stopped by Lewis and Clark College 
to see Canadian artist Fran<;ois Morelli's room-encircling 
print Jl!Ural, Carousel, a looped frieze of layered images 
and patterns constructed from the artist's rubber stamp 
and stencil collection, all in blues and blacks. Silhouettes 
of babies built from l?ypodermic needies, spiraling suns 
made from human arms, fountain pens and dollar bills. 
Like a carousel, a miniature universe of stylized figures 
set into delightful play; but also a tornado or Pandora's 
box,, a vortex of .demonic energies. Accompanied by a fun 
exhibit of local interest-a series of collaborative prints 
by Morelli and old friend/PICA Visual Arts Curator Stuart 
Horodner, aka A Horror Student, aka Star ;Her Nut Door. 
Horodner supplie'd a list of anagrams of their names, 
which Morelli incorporated into the compositions, along· 
with his signature symbols of chalices, babies, and silhou
e~tes of heads. All wrapped ~Pin a nice catalog with 
essay by gallery director Linda Tesner and interview of 
Morelli .(aka Scrim Fello No Air) by Horodner. · 

Then I stopped by SW 3rd and Tayl'or .to wander 
through Chai-les Gold_man's EZ Maze, the second "in situ" 

I 
project for the vacant lot commissioned by PICA in part-
nership with RACC and the PDC. The slim, L-shaped cor
ridor for~ed by ~yclone fencing (about six or seven· feet 
tall) stuffed with artificial grass was, in Goldman's words, 
"a contemporary maze suited to our hectic urban lives." l 
thought there was al). opening wine and cheese party 
goirtg on when I saw a collection of feet peeking out from 
beneath the fencing and heard a babble of music and 
voices. Turned out to be a crew of punk kids and their pit· 
bull newly arrived in town and taking a respite from the 
wind. I asked them.how they liked the art project and 
they were like, What art project? Really? Cool. C4te irony 
aside, it actually felt great to' walk inside, transporting me 
briefly into a different, green world. They were sort of 
blocking the way, though, so I came back another day, 
which was sunny, and the greenery ~as brought ro life in 
light and shadow, and I wish I could have kept walking 
back and forth and back and forth for a long time: 

Sunday the 9th. David Eckard, costumed in S\)mething 
like a swaqdling gown that tapered to a single, giant-sized 
leather boot attached to a metal wheel, lugged himself 
like a mermaid-wheelbarrow across the grounds -of 

. Marylhurst University. His ever-reddening face prompted 
mumbled fears of an impending heart attack, but his will 
triumphed. Up the stairs he inched (finally unbinding his 
body from the contraption when -progress halted), making 
his way finally to the third-flom: exhibition space. There, 
helpers from PNCA raise.d a welcome signal of thrumming 
noises and body twitches; one csmtingent lowered a har
ness attached to· ropes while another helped the shaky, 
Paul Bunyan-proportioned artist to his feet (the sudden 
revelation of muscle 'tone opening an unfortunate seam in 
the_production). Eckard was then raised over one of his 
giant, flower-morphic sculptures and lowered into its cen
ter. It was what I imagine watching a birth is like-,-gory 
and weird and yet worthy of ovation. 

On the 19th, this email from my brother in N.Y .... 
"So-was doing some copy editing at.Artforum the other 
day and sat down at the desk of the main reviews editor, 
and what should be sitting on his desk but a copy of the 
Organ." 

Saturday the 28th. Rode,my'bike in the cold rain to the 
Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center (my car died, by the 
way-! need help with paper distribution) to see Bill 
Rutherford's Hung Out to Dry, an installation of objects 
and paintings on paper that told the story of the post
Civil War Reconsrruction period, which Rutherford inter
preted 'as an historic epoch that hasn't ended. The basic 
theme: freed Blacksrgot a shitty deal, whether as share
croppers paid in scrip, petitioners for assistance from the 
corrupt Freedman's Bureau, or as the victims of church 
burnings that continue to plague the South. The paint
ings-folksy, poster-like oollages of images and text hung 
on a clothesline that circled the gallery-were unevenly 
successful as visual objects (a couple were stunning, 
though), but the message was cogent. 

I've reached my word limit now, so I can't talk about 
any of this stuff that I would have liked to: ·Christopher 
Buckingham's annotated installation of his mother's cof
fee cup collection at Basil Hallwanl; Amos Latteier's and 
And~ew Dickson's PowerPointillism lecture-performances 
at Central Library; the Su-En Wong and Heidi Cody show 
at Savage; PICA's Argentinian dance-theatre performance 
Secreto y Malibu, in which a beautiful, melancholy woman 
peed dowr her own bare leg; Soundvision's 100x100 show; 
Neon's scientistic Plant Therapy show; Salvador Perdomo 
at Zeitgeist; Elizabeth Leach's excellent Stitch By Stitch 
and Components shows; Bill Will's politically cha.rged 
American flag installation at Nine Gallery; the Water 
Street dance studio's opening parry; Hildur Bjarnadottir's 
interesting but ultimately disappointing show at Pulliam
Deffenb~ugh (where I saw 'Gus Van Sandt walking out 
with a Tim Bavington); and Erin Long's startling break
out Pom Porn installation in the PDX Window Project. It's 
sad, so sad. Maybe I'll post something to the hew Web 
site: www.organarts.org.- C.R. 

STUMPTOWN A 
·'Cit !I or Roses" 

CoMiC 

Resea .. chetl, Wriftel'\ 
anJ D,rawn b~ 
Khri5 Soc!en 

Shorii~ after Portb.J hacl bee,. established, a ~ p/oi: of -the. citljs Future blocks was Made •. 

LovejOij and Pe1t~3rove ~greecl t\,at -t\,e . bloc\<.s Should \Je 200 1~~. and the streets shoOld be 5o' 
wide (as th~ rer,ain to- da~). PHer tk SUr'r'Eiji~ was C<Wtlf!\eteJ, the Fot"eSt was cut down to 
ac.col"'odate the pbn. Grawib was so t'apid, however~ ~:it 11o~ bo-therecl to reMove -the .shimps. 

nickn~rne. 

As t\,e c~ ~rew, the stuMpS .were painted white ~a ~ution to w~ns.l\,ic;, proved b~·,cia' to 
pedeStrians· as well, as -1:~ cov1J ea'Si~ spot the stuMps -l:o hop hack and for-th ~ duri~ tirr~e'i> 
-that 1\te \.Ji\\a....,efte FlooJeJ the !fM'9 . · Sever91_ tp-s went ~ b~ore -the st~pS were Y'emCIIecL 

. NoJ:es: 

Panel 2 is a view of the northw~st corner of SW 3rd and Washington Streets; the Dekum Building is in the 
center. Panels 4 and 5 depict Henderson Luelling and Lot Whitcomb, key players in the founding of 
Milwaukie, Oregon. This conversation probably never took place between them. Panels 6 and 7 reference 
a photo of SW Front and Oak Streets taken in 1851, at which time the stumps had already been removed. 
Khris Soden's wehsite can be found at http://khris.boschs.org. 


